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PREFACE

f

Although most of Pandarus' direct quotations from

Ovid's Rem~dia Amoris were identified as early as W& W.

Skeat's edition of Troil~~ and 9r~~y£Q,1 there has never

been an attempt to examine systematically Chaucer's use of

Ovid's remedies. Indeed, since Shannon's study of Chaucer's

classical sources in 1929,2 the influence of Remeg~ ~ori§

has been virtually ignored in discussions of Pandarus' aid

to Troilus e .An analysis. of Pandarus' use of ~lli ~Q.&~b

however, may significantly alter judgement of several of his

actions ..

As recent studies of Pandarus' application of The

.UOI],soJ.e,.tj,QU .Q.i Eh.iJ...n..9.Q.Jili¥ have demonstrated, Chauoer' s pro-

bable intent in certain passages can be assessed 'by contras-

tiu& Pmldarus l application of Boethius With the intent of his

source. The result of comparison, as I. L. Gordon and Alan

T. Gaylord explain,3 is often an IDlderscoring of the short

sightedness of Pandarus' philosophy, for his borrowings, often

1Geoffrey Chaucer, ~orks, edt W. W. Skeat (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 190or;-IIg

2E~ F. Shannon, Chaucer and the Roman Poets, Hal~ard
Studies in Comparative L~eratur~rr-(U-ambria~;-lqass.:
Harvard University Press, 1929), pp. 120-68.

3r . L. Gordon, Tho D-Qub~ ~orrow of ~roilus (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1970) and .Alan T.. Gaylord, "Uncle
Pandarus as Lady Philosophyll, ~PNS.AL, LXVI (1961), 571-95.
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misapplied or taken out of context, lead away from the lib-

eration of the soul from earthly possessions towards a depen-

dence upon fortuneo To understand Pandarus fully, therefore,

-it is necessary to exam.i.ne the sources from which his arguments

are derived e A systematic examination of ~media Amor-.i§., a '.

work whose intent is directly at odds with Pandarus' aim of

uniting Troilus and Criseyde, may be no less revealing than

comparison with Boethius 9

With the increased emphasis upon the underlying Boethian

philosophy of 1roilu~~ Qrisey~, there has been a tendency

to equate Proldarus' practical approach to love with earthly

wisdom which, in Book V, proves inadequateo Muscatine, far

example ~ speaks of Pandarus as representative of :!!lJ1~actical

wisdom as an admirable but incomplete thing", McCall of Pan

darus' "worldly "Tisdom", and Gill of his "natura.l remedies" e
4

All three critics believe that Pandal~s fails in Book V

partially because he has applied practical~ worldly remedies

to Troilus' illness when a spiritual remedy was required ..

The result has been the juxtaposition of Pandarus' failure

through practicality with the success of spiritual aid after

--_.__.,--------------------,
4Charles Muscatine, Chaucer and the French Tradition

(Berkeley and 10s Angeles: Unlversity-Qf-vallforllIa PreiSs,
1966), pe 132; John P. Il'lcCa11, "Classical IvIyth in Chaucer's
1;to,;ilu.§. ,?Jld C.rise,;X:S!i?Il, Diss. Princeton, 1955, p. 181; ,?ister
A. Bo Gill, Paradoxical Patterns in Chaucer's!ITroilus: An
Ex.plana:t..i.on 01'~ J:aJ.inQQ,e O'la-shington-: Catho'lic Universj_ty
of America Press, 1960), p. 52.
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death; "Pan.darus, with his limited viel'" of love ••• has con=

ditioned Troilus for a genuine 'cure' and for 'wending' into

the true 'hevene blisse' of the palinOde ll
•
5 Pandarus, and

by implication, practicalitY'"ar~\vie\'md as inadequate in the

healing of Troilus' spiritual malady.

The weakness of this approach is that in stressing the

spiritual aspect of Troilus' suffering, the critics have

failed to consider the existence of a practical, worldly cure

for Troilus' spiritual malady. The contrast between practical

and spiritual remedies may not be as easily distinguished as

critics have believed, for in ~~~edi~ ~~or~~, ~lid outlines a

worldly' method of escaping from i:ri.jUT·f;ovs love. Troilus'i

spiritual malady might, it seems, be cured through practical

means if his l.;rorldly advisor emploY,ed Ovid's remedies. In

order to discern fully the reasons for Pro1darus l failure in

Book v., therefore, it is necessary to d.etermine whether it

is the practice or the practitioner that failse To assume

that earthly wisdom is an incomplete thing because Pand.aruB

cannot successfully apply it is as incorrect as assuming that

Boethian philosophy oLfex's consolation only after death because

none of the characters in !£oilu~~ Cr~~eyde .JS~ capable of

successfully applying 1he ~sol~~Qf~~o

The neglect of ~em~qi~ Amori~ may be attributed in

part to the twentieth-century emasculation of Ovid into what

___. ~ -_a~_.._' _

5a-ill ,. ~ • .o.i.:t., p. 52.
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Robertson has called a "parlour dandy" 't'lhose cynically

stated remedies are as frivolous as his methods of gaining

love, and are to be employed, if at all, only by a "fende" •

. For Chaucer, however, fuLmedia Mnori~ was probably neither

fri~olous nor fiendish. As medieval attitudes towards ~=media

~ori~, unlike those towards AI's ~atQTi~, have seldom been

examined, I have briefly outlined in chapter I the status of

Remedia ~o~~ in medieval science and literature, and have

suggested the mWUler in which Chaucer would have been most

likely to interpret Ovid's works.

Within chapters II and III, I have applied the medical

and moral interpretations of Ovid to Pandarus' use of ~r~

~ andll2medi£!: lim.oris. Chapter II is an examination

of the first three books of~~ Criseyje, in which an

Ovidian cure is desirable but not immediately necessary. In

chapter III I have examined Ovidian influence in Books IV and

V, in which application of Remegi~ !moris is the only prac

tical solution to Troilus' despair.

I wish to th~lk Dr. La Ao Ne Braswell and TIro Co De

Wood for their assistance in the preparation of this thesiso
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The attempts of many scholars to determine how Ovid

was understood in the middle ages havs often been based more
"upon twentteth-century views than those of the t\'JeJ"~.'th cen:tury ..

!r~ ~atol:~t it has been assumed by soms p is essentially a

"pornographic" 'Work which "is perhaps the most immoral book

evel'" written by a man of g~niustl.. 1 Oritics have consequently

assumed that medieval readers as readily recognized the im

morality of ~ Amatoria, and that medieval commentators

began. to gloss OVid's works as II a rationalizing effort to
')

find justification for what IDen were reading for other reasons".'

Born, for example, believes that:

in spite of all the attempts to prevent the reading of
this poet [OVid] whose works were most to be avoided,
he was read and used.. Therefore the ne\'1 condition had
to be faced ro1d justified in the eyes of the Church
fathers .. oeeOvid was made part of a legend~ and medieval
vitae were written to show that he w~s a Christian poet
e .. .,and writing with a moral purpose.,)

Discussing the influence of Ovid upon the development of

courtly love, J'essie Crosland adopts a similar Viewpoint when

she attributes the decline of Ovidts influence in the twelfth

1Co S. Lewis, ~ A1Je~ Qf Lov~ (Oxford: Offord
University Press, 1936), p. 196. Lewis considers Ovid s
licelebration of the flesh" to be "pornographic"., SCI G.. ,pwen ,
"Ovid", ;Iglc.,Xo ]tltq 11th ed. (1910-11)p XXI' 38'7.

, 20 • He Haskins, Ih~ Renaissapc!l 9f -tllil T\'1elfth gen
~~ (Cambridge, Mass~ Harvard University P±ess, 1928), pe 108&

3Le K~ Born, ItOvid a.nd Allegory", ~.1!lli, IX (1934),

1
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century to the vogue to "moralize the classical tales and

accompany the text with allegorical commentaries destined for

the moral instruction of the pUblic lf ,,4

All of the above views share several ass~ptions"

Jlirst, each believes that the t1immoral II Ovid was understood

by such writers of pseudo-Ovidian poetry as Baudri de Bour

gueil in the same manner that the twentieth century has
!-

assessed Ovid's immorality" From this assumption i~ follows

that the church must have objected to the reading of an im~

moral poet,S and finally that the commentators of the twelfth~

century attempted a compromise by moralizing an illicitly

enjoyed Ovid(.

Crosland herself questions the validity of twelfth

century moralization used merely in reaction to Ovid's secular

popularity when she observes that

the prurient nature of Ovid's love poetry does not seem
to have shocked even the most serious authors of the
Carolirlgian period, who frequently incorporate passages
from the ~ Amator~~ and6the ~e~~ Am~ into their
d:i.dactic and moral works.

If serious authors as early as the ninth century utilized

passages from Ovid's love books with no apparent qualms, one

4.Jessie Crosland, "Ovid's Contribution the the Con
ception of Love Known as L'Amour Courtois", ~, XLII (1947),
199~

5F~r a recent assessment of the theologians USUally
cited as evidence that churchmen condemned Ovid see John P4
I>1:c l;all, "Classical IViyth in Chaucer's Troilus" p Disss Princeton,
1955, pe-5.. -

6Crosland, -W~ me, p', 206"
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may assume that a moral reading of Ovid pre-dates both the

vogue of pseudo-Ovidian poetry and the supposed reaction of

moralists ":to the resurgence of Ovid' s popularity. The only

alternative conclusion, that moralists were employing dis

tinctly immoral works for ethical purponss, ~leads9 as McCall

suggests;

to the unlikely conclusion either tha't Christian men of
letters were living a lie for a thousand years by feigning
to read the classics ethic~_ly and philosophically, or
that they were the d~pes of a most remarkable ecclesias-
tical-literary hoax. ,

The medieval Ovid, like the medieval Virgil, seems to have

been moralized long before the twelfth century.

JUdgement of Ovidis immorality, moreover, should be

based upon medieval rather than modern standards. Dame Raison

in ~Qm~ 48 la ~os~, for example, defines one useful standard

when she answers the Lover's charge that she is guilty of

l(;},\'ldness: "Veire dou mal seurement / :Puis je bien paler pro

prement, / Car de nule rien je n'ai honte, / B'el n'est taus

qUi a pechie monte u •
8 Immol-'ality, in other \1ords~ is to

be found in the intention of the speaker rather than in the

words themselves. That which offends the Lover's sensibi-

lities may, in fact, be justified by the moral intention of

the speaker.. It is by this standard that one fourteenth-

'7 I,;Me all , f!d e .ill .. , p.. 5 ..

BEven of evil , then, I can properly speak, for I am
not ashamed if ,i t does not lead to siu. 'G.Jl.illume de Lorrie
and (Jean de Neun, lie Iio.m..a.lJ. ~ ~ H.Qs~, ed. 'Be Lang:1..o.ts (Paris:
Societe des Anciens ~extes ji'ran9ais, 1914, 1920, 1924), vol, 3,
11. 6949-52.
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century accessu~ ~ auct~~fJ2 explains the value of ~s

Am~Q~~: the author's intent is not to praise illicit love

but to condemn it:

Videbatur enim in illo libro CArs AmatoriaJ , ab i1118
qui non 1ntellexere ~um, fecisse iuvenes adulteros at
matronas impudicas, cuius contrarimn apparet: detestatur 9
luxuriam at amorem, et describit qUaliter honeste amemua~

Although the uninitiated may believe that Ovid encourages

wantonness, his true intent is to encourage the reader to seek

genuine loveo As the reader was expected to read the ~ccessu~

,
before the work, few, presumably, would have been unenlightened

when they read Ovido For the commentator and his audience,

br~ ~~tor~ is an example of 1~,10 for Ovid debases love

while seeming to praise it~ Its seemingly p~lrient surface is p

therefore, justified by its rhetorical advocacy of an accepted

viewpoint.

The commentator's belief that ~ lunatoria is ironic

is supported by Ovid's characterization of the lover, for the

Ovidian lover's actions are rarely anything but comico In

~e§ If IX, for example, Ovid compares the lover to the

--;---------------------~------------

9For he seems in that boolt: LArs ~t\matoria:.J, to those
who do not understand, to have made youn.g men adu~terous and
matrons lecherous, whereas on -the -contrary he gives the case
against lechel"y and IGve, and describes the manner in \vhich we
should love Virtuously.. Fausto Ghisalberti, "Medieval Bio-
graphies of Ovidu , ilJICI, IX (1946), 570 .

10kon:j,J! is defined by Isodore of Seville as "deriding
through praise" .. Quoted by D.. W.. Robertson, Jro ll ! J?re~

~o Q~uce£ (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962)~
po 2880
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soldier, much to the detriment of the formero As each attri

bute of the soldier is demonstrated, Ovid introduces an anti

climactic comparison with the lover& Among equally demeaning

parallels, one learns that a soldier defeats a sleeping foe

while a lover cuckolds a sleeping husband, and that the

soldier bes.ts dmm gates, the lover, doorso 11 Lovers fare

Iittle better in h.n! :Amg,tori~~ The lover is SUbjected to tfa

perpetual and sometimes humiliating metamorphosis", 12 whether

meekly carrying his mistress' parasol or boldly climbing down

the chimney to her chambero 13 The purpose of Ovid's charac

terization of lovers is surely not emulation but ridicule of

An iro~tc approach was further justified by the

unified reading of ~ ~ato~ and ~media APlor~~ which

usually followed ~ &~ato~1~ in the medieval oanon of Ovid's

nine works. 14 It is-probable that Chaucer has this consecu-

tive plaoement of ~"lw1atQ.!j.i1 and f~mediq &.noJ;'.;L~ in mind

in describing the Wife of Bath's knowledge of the "remedies of

11 Publius Ovidiu6 Naso 9 The lunQ,fes and H..eroidfu'3, trans ..
Grant Showerman for the Loeb Classical Library TCambridge,

,/ lVIass"g Harvard University Press, 1914), 11,,17-~".

12E" K" Rand, SLy"!!! ,gnd h1§. Infl:!lell~ (London: George
Go Hal~~p, 1926), p. 41. -

13PubliUS OVidius Naso, The Art of Love and Other
Poems, trans" J" He Mozley for the-Loelb CIaSSICa]~ibrary
r2nd~ ed.; Cambridge, Nass .. : Harvaxd University Press, 1952),
pp. 81-2_0 All subsequent line referenoes are to this edition ..

i4Ghisalberti, art. ~o, po 36.
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love •• oper chaunce u • It is probable that she acquired her

acoidental knowledge by reading a few pages beyond the topic

of most interest to her, Ar~ ~~toria.15 Unlike the Wife,

however, few medieval readers stumbled upon Re~ed~ Amoris

"per chaunce".. In a thirteenth-century ~ccessu.§., for example,

the two works are linked, and both are said to be written

against material love:

Nec enim credendtlm est hoc opus esse contrarium premiseo
operi Artie Amarie quod ipse testatur in hoc opere dicens:
'Nec te blande puer nec nostras prodimus artes .. I

.ooIntentio sua perniciosum amorem removere. 16

In other .acces~, commentators similarly link the two works

by suggesting that Ovid wrote ~ia~~ when he saw the

~anner in which the youth of ROIDe were being corrupted

through misunderstanding of Art? }W1atorip:;o 1'7 Rem,e.gi.~ ~.Qr!~ll

in effect, is viewed by the commentators as a gloss for ~

!~atort§, whether correcting incorrect interpretation of the

earlier work or underscoring i.ts irony ..

The basis for a unified reading was no doubt par

tially a'result of recognition that at least one-third of the

precepts of~ ;~atori~ are refuted in ~emed~ hmoris" Both

15Richard L" Hoffman, ,Qviq .@£l1h£ 2!mt~ur~ ~al~
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 196 ); po 36 ..

16It is not to believed that this work is contrary to
the pre~is~ of the book of ~ Amatoria, as he himself has
testified in this workg 'Neither thee, winsomeboy, nor my own
art do I betray'" ...... His intention is to remove pernicious
love .. Ghisalberti, .art.illo, po 47.

17y~~~ -- .-
~D~~o, pp. )~-4U ..
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works are dependent upon Lucretius' ~ Rer~ ~~]~t from

which many of the re£uted passages are dra~~. For example,

in~ ~atori~, Ovid reverses LucretiUS' advice that a lover

in search of a cure should Itconcentrate on all the faults of

her whom you covet,,,18 into a tip for the hopefUl lover:

But whosoever you are who are anxious to keep your mistress,
be sure she thinks you are spellbound by her beauty. If
she be in Tyrian attire, then praise her Tyrian gO\in; or
in Coan, then find the Coan style becoming••••Admire her
arms as she dances p her voice as she sings; and find words
of complaint that she has stopped. (~, II, 295-306)

In E~~§~ ~or~~, however~ Ovid takes Lucretius' initial

advice one step farther and invites the lover to invent faults

if his mistress has none:

Where you can, turn to the worse your girl's attractions,
and by 'a narrow' margin criticize-amiss. Call her fat, if
she is full~breaBted, black, if dark-complexioned; in a
slender woman leanness can be made a'reproach••••Nay,
more, whatever gif·t :lour mistress lacks", ever with coaxing
words pray her to employ it. Insist that she sing, if
she be without a voice; make her dance if she know not
how to move her arms. (EAt 325-34)

Even Ovid's metaphors are often parallel. In Ar§. hl!);g~p:r.+\§

love is compared to a young plant~

the tree under which you lie was once a sapling ••• 0

See that she grows use to you~ than use and wont naught
is mightier: till you secure that, shun no weariness. (~,

II, 341-6)

In ~emed~a Am~~Jat the metaphor is reversed, for spe~cing of

possible cures, Ovid suggests retreat from love as soon as

18Titus Lucretius Carus, 12Q. !terum. Jiatu,~, trans. W. H.
D. Rouse for the Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1943)9 p. 413.
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possible:

While it may be, and but moderate feeling moves your
heart, if you dislike it, stay your foot upon the thres
hold. Q.. " The tree that gives 'broad shade to strollers,
when first it was plan-ced, was a tender shoot, then it
could be pulled by hand from the surface earth: now it
stands firm, gro'vn by its own strength to unmeasured
height.. (IlA, '79=88)

A medieval reader would probably have read the first instance

of the metaphor ironically if he had been aware of the second

which places the first in ironic perspective" Quotation of

passages from ~~~ Amatori~ alnue, therefore, could have

reminded a reader used to the unified view of the two works

of the corresponding passage from ~eme~!~ ~oriso

That i.t was fi£.§. .£lllli:ttQJ..::1§,; rather than Wm.EWr..iA &lL~

which was ironic is further indicate& by the citation of .

Ovid as an authority upon the cure of tlheroes lt love.. The

symptoms of the illness are similar to those presented in~

AmatQr~, and are familiar to any reader of medieVal liter

ature. The lover becomes pale, neglects food and driwt, has

difficulty sleeping, and can think only of the person he

loves" 19 tlHeroes" love was defined as early as the Greek

physicians,20 and was incorporated into such Latin works as
I

Lucretius' ~ Rerum ~a~~ an.d Cicero's ~£9ul~. pisputatiog§,
t"\

19The most concise list of symptoms is found in To A.
Kirby, ChBdlcer l,§ Tl;'oilu!U. rA li:tJJ..IDL J...n QQli.~tl'y' 1J.9..Y~ (1940; rpt ..
Gluucester, Mass,,; Po Smith, 1958), pp .. 8~12.

20J .. L.. Lowes, liThe Loveres 1VIaladye of Heroes", ~,
XI (1913-14), 491~546.
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both of which Ovid used as sources for ~~atoria and
. 21

Remedia ~oris. Cicero's cure is very straightforward:

The treatment applicable to a man so victimized is to
make it plain how trivial, contemptible, and absolutely
insignificant is the object of his desire, and how easily
it can be secured from elsewhere or in another way, or
else be wholly put out of mind. Occasionally~ also, he
must be diverted to other interests, disquietudes, cures,
occupations; finally, he is frequently curable by change
of scene, as is done with sick people who are slow in
making recoveryo Some think, too, that an old love can
be driven out by a new ee.; above ~21, however, he must
be warned of the passions of love.

From a medical viewpoint, the satire of ~ Amatoria serves

an excellent purpose, for it indicates through OVid's casual,

cynical approach how trivial love may be,' and hOl'T easily "mu.

As I have suggested, Ovid's ch~racterizationof the lover is

not likely to inspire emulation~ It is Reme<!1~ !fuori.§., how·~··

ever, which is directly quoted by medical authorities. In

Lilium N§~~cinae, Bernard of Gordon cites Ovid once in his

paus~ and foua' times within his cu~

••• deinde tollatur ocium~ de quo Ouidius. ocia si tollas
periere cupidiuis actus. Deinde occupetur in ali~lia

actione necessaria. de quo Ouidius Dat vacuae manti quod
teneatur opus. Deinde distrahatur ad longinquas regiones
ut videat varia at diversa. et de hoc Ouidius. Vade per
urbanae splendida castra troiae. Invenies pixides et
rerum mille colorese Deinde hortetur ad diligendum
multas: ut distrahatur arnor unius propter amorem alterius.

---------------_.._-------------------
21 L• pQ Wilkinson p Qyid ~~c~ (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1955), p. 136.

22J.Vlarcu.s Tullius Cicero, ~culan Di~putaBons, trans.
J. E. King for the Loeb Classical Library TCambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1943), pe 413.
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et de hoc Ouidius hortor at ut pariter binas habeatis
arnicas. fortius et plures si quis amare potest. 25

With the exceptions of "actus" for "arcus", "troiae" for

"togae" , IIfortius et" for IIfortior est", and !tamare " for

"habere", the quotations are taken directly from Remedif!:

Amoris: 24

ocia si tollas, per1ere cupidinis arcus (RA, 139)

Da vacuae menti, quo teneatur, opus (EA, 150)

Vade perurbenae splendida castra togae (~, 152)

Pyxidas invenies et rerum mille colores (RA, 353)25

Hortor et ut pariter binas habeatis amicas
Fortior est, plures si quis habere potest (RA, 441-2).

Valescus of ~aranta, like Bernard once a teacher at Montpel

lier, similarly cites Ovid in his curatio, often employing

the same references as Bernard; for example: "Ideo decibat

Ouidius: hortor vt et pariter binas habeatis amicas. Fortior

23First let idleness be destroyed. Concerning this Ovid
says: 'take away leisure and the actions of Cupid perish'.
~ext, let him be occupied in some necessary action, concerning
which Ovid says: 'give the empty mind some business to oc
cupy it'. Next let him be distracted to faraway regions in
order that he may see many and diverse things. And of this
Ovid says: 'frequent the camp s that gleam with the city of
Troy. You will find boxes and a thousand colours of things'.
Then let him seek out many in ora€r that the love of one will
be distracted because of another, and of this Ovid says:
'This I do advise, have two mistresses at once; he is stronger
who can love yet more'. Lowes, art. £11., p. 501.

24Ibid• ~owes observes that a fifteenth-century edition
of Lilium Medicinae corrects 'togae' and 'habere' but amends
'actus' to 'artes'.

25In Aemedia Amaris, this line refers to the paint-box
of the lady rather than to the pleasures of travel. I am unable
to explain its relevence to the quotation it follows. Perhaps
the commentator interprets 'rerum' as nature, rendering the
phrase: 'the thousand colours of nature'.
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at plures 81 quia habere potest tt .,26 For medical writers,

Ovid was in such august company as Galen and Avicenna as an

authority upon the cure of IIheroes" love.

Ovid presl~ably had~ therefore, a dual respectability

as both a medical and a moral teacher. The two viewpoints p

moreover, re-inforce each other. Morally, Ovid ironically

illustrates the errors of material.love in ~ Amator~~, and

underscores the irony of the earlier work in ~edi.<l ~rj.J!.

Medically, ~ Am~.t..Q1'.ll serves much the sa.me function in

demonstrating the irrational behavior of one stricken with

"heroest! love while~~ prescribes the correct

cure for the malady.

A brief assessment of medieval French trwls1ations

of !~~ indicates the way in which these viewpoints

were transferred into contemporary culture. The most com-

plete and well~written of the translations is ~~ DIAmour£27

which includes all three books of ~ Amator~~ in a series of

rules stripped of metaphor. ~ plet D'AmQ~ has usually been

regarded as a straightforward example of "Ovid misunderstood ft ,28

Doutre~ont9 ed., ~ glet D'Amo~~, Biblio
NOB V tHalle: Max Neimeyer, 1890)0 All line
this edition.

26L n~+ n~+owes, .sa:LY. ~.,

27Auguste
theca Normannica,
references are to

p. 506.

28Ge Pa?;is,{ ilLes Anciennes Versions Fr9llsaises De L'Art
D' Amour et Des .liemedes Df Amour DI Ovide II, ~ ~~ Q..'!-! MQ1len
~ (Paris: Librarie Hachette, 1885), pp. 182~209o Paris'as~
sumes that readers in the middle ages mist~cenly read ~
Amatoria as a serious didactic treatise of love, and conse-
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but upon close examination, the translation appears to be

as ambiguous as its Ovidian sourcee The author suggests an

ironic approach to his subject within the first two hundred

lines by describing the type of lover he wishes to instruct:

Or ne 1e vienge nul aprendre
s'il ula cuer amoureus at tendre:
t~aient SQV en sus les gelou8
0.: c,<J(e,..S' +,({I'd>;yf, et:' C.~~vi·-Io~'$ '1 .
e Les V~J.aJ.llS eli es v~ al.ues 0

Telz gens i perdroient lor paines;
quer a eulz n'apartient i1 roie
a savo~r dlamar la mestrie. (173-80)29

The precepts which follow, however, are based even more upon

shallowness and inaincerity tha~ are those of Ovido For

example, instead of' CJvid t s advice that the lover should put

his finger in his eye if real tears ref\lse to flow, the author

of ~ ~~~-"ef ;Q'Am.ID!l1! advises:
{ -

Et se tu ns pues avoir lermes
en poinz divisez et en termee,
tu porras un oignan tenir
qUi tautost les tera venire (1097-1100)30

Advice; indeed, more fitting for "cuers felons et oavalous"

tha1"l for lila ouer amoureus et tendre". Within_~~ plArnours,

quently he accepts ~~~ at face value" See also
No R.. Shapiro and J" B. WadSvlOrth, !be Q.OIlli?dX .2! Eros (Chicago:

- University of Illinois Press, 1971), PP. 9-11. Wadsworth
seems also to view the poem as straightforward.

29Wel1 , no-one ~~_going te learn if he does not have
a tender heart~ the jealous and rogues, both men and women,
draw themse:f.:les down to hypocritical and dacei tful heal"ts ..
Such people waste their time here; for it is not at all fitting
for. them-to learn the art of loveo

30And if you are not able to cry at opportune moments
(1 at': at appropriate tlmes, you will be able to hold an onion
which will i1l1lllediately bring (tears] ..
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hypocrisy, failure to keep promises, and rape are all cheer

fully recoillnlended to the enterprising lover e All, obviously,

are more suited to the treacherous than the sincere. The poem

is, therefore, at least partially ironicQ While there is no

direct moral statement, the contrast between those the author

claims to address and the precepts he offers could be viewed

as an implied moral position. ~ .91et: D'Amour~, if it is

ironic, parallels the view of ~ ~ato1:~ described by the

accessus o

Guiart t s~ .TIt.Amo~31 1s unambiguously moral.

GUiart includes a sUlllIDary of &i! Amator:j,,£}, the corrective of

R~~~(~ !~~~j~~, and finally Christian advice to shun the
~...

machinations of the world completely. Wadsworth believes

that Guiart !fuses the Ovidian material ostensibly only to

condemn itu ,32 but condemnation of the precepts of m
Amatoria p as I have demonstrated'1 <1W'lM3 the rule rather than

the exception. Nowhere does Guiart cO!ldemn the precepts of

E&~~dia Arn9_~s. In fact, Guiart introduces his summary of

!}emedia A.m.ori..§! by 0bse:rving tha·t Ovid Cs rules are Ufolly t s

cure" "'hi.ch can tlbanish love forever", 33 an excellent begin-

ning for one who is to learn how to pursue heavenly rather

than earthly goals. Guiart t s use of Ovid is very similar to

that of the !lc..£essu@o ~ Am.§:!9r1-J! is refuted by ~e.d.i..fi

31 Shapiro, ad • .Q1:t .. , PPe 45-55.
~')

.... 'Ibido·, po 43.

33Ibido, po 52.
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Amoris~ and the latter is used to lead one from carnal to

charitable love.

1i

In contrast to the many examinations of the influence

of ~ ~ato~ upon medieval literature, the influence of

Remed~~ Am~~8 has seldom been discussed. This has been so,

perhE.ps, because ~em~di~ ~ori~ is seldom directly mentioned

by authors, and even less frequently by characters such as

Chretien t s Lancelot, YVail1~ and illexander ll Yplho are often

seeking to promote rather than conclude their love affairs.

Its influence, though primarily allusive, is nonetheless dis

earnable, particularly in the commonplace metaphor of love as

a wound l'1hich can be cured only by the union of the lov-er and

his ladyo

One of the infrequent direct references to Remedia

l!f!loris occurs in Marie de ~\rance IS GUigeIY~, in 1'lhioh Venus,

not surprisingly, is portrayed casting Ovid's remedies into

a fire of COals,>4 an appropriate tate for a work which

claims to quench the fire of Venuse She observes that who

ever seeks to master love by reading Ovid's book can expect

no favour from her (242....44), and v one might add, would pro

bably neither seek nor need any. As the lovers in gUigem~

are both about to receive their cureless wounds, the reference

34Marie de France, ~, edo A. Ewart (Oxford: Basil
Black\'lell, 196,5) t 11.. 239=440
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may be intended to be humorous contrast. 35 After the mention

of Venus casting Ovid's book into the flames, however, ~me£G~

~ is not mentioned again.

Many examples of the cure metaphor depend upon ex

trinsic rather than intrinsic knowledge of ~edia Amori~ and

the medical tradition if they are to be read ironicallyo

CompleYg] Q'Amours36 is one such example, for the lover speaks

of his lady as the sale cure of his malady with no apparent

irony:

Yet alwey two thinges doon me dye,
That is to aeyn, hir beautee and myn ye,

So that, algates, she is verray rote
Of my disese, and of my deth also;
For 'with oon word she mighte be :IDybote,
If that she vouched saui for to do so. (41=6)

A reader schooled in the medical tracU.tion would probably

doubt the judgement of a character who admits that he is the

"leest recoverer of hymselven" (3), since lIheroes" lovers are,

by definition,37 irrational in their immoderate contemplation

35At the beginning of qU;hr~m~, ]'viarie seems to parody
the concept of the cureless woundo GUigemar is injured while
hunting, and is told by a wounded ha..rt "that, ,vi th the exception
of the care of a certain lady, his wound is cureless~ He finds
the woman, but as the wound in his thigh is healing, both he
and the lady receive spiritual cureless wounds through love.

36Geoffrey Chaucer, ~, ed. F. N. Robinson (2nd. ed.,
Cambridge, ~ass.: Riverside Press, 1957), ppo 540-10 All
sUbsequent references are to this edition ..

37By constant contemplation of the desired object, the
lover corrupts the function of both memory and discerlunent.
See Robertson's summary of Bernard of Gordon's De a~ore heroi~9
~d. cit., pp .. - J'08-10. - -- ~-
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of the one lovedv The cure which the lover cannot administer

to himself begins with the cessation of immoderate contem

plation, and as the poem demonstrates, the narrator can think

only of his mistress~ If one does not apply Ovidian or medical

standards, and accepts the loverts premis~ that there is in

deed no cure for his love except his lady, he seems suffi~

ciently rational, for there is no contradiction within the

surface level of his argument. The lover does not reject a

cure; he does not seem to be aware of one.

Several examples of the cure metaphor in Chret~n'de

TroY~6t works suggest more concretely a comparison with ~em~di~.

~ori§ and the medical tradition~ Both Lalli1celot in ~

~Jer ~ ~ Chqpett~ and Alixandr~ in Q1ig~ acknowledge

the existence of earth)~ remedies for love, although both

SUbsequently reject them. Laun.celot is said to endure his

illness, &ld to understmld that his preferred cure lies with

his lady:

Amors mout souvant li escreive
La plaie que feite Ii a.
Onques anplaste nti li a
Por garison ne por sante,
Qutil uta talant ne volante
Dtanplastre querre ne de mire
Se fu plaie ne Ii ampire; 38
Mes celi querroir volantiers.

--------------------------------
38Love very often afflicts the wound ·that it has given

him. No plaster does he have for it, neither for cure nor
health, for he has neither desire norwish ~f a plaster or phy
sician unless his wound grows worse; but of one he would vol-

t "1 h ..:l 0h -I'''' ..:I I., ... ~, _.-

urLa.r~_y ~e C\U'8U v "".....reli~en U.e .l.royes, :!iaun,ce.L01i., e<1.c W..
Foerster (1899; rpt. Amsterdamn, Rodopi, 1965), 11. 1348-55.
lUI line references are to the Foert3ter editions ..
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Launcelot, in fact, rejects a probable cure for continued

infatuation..

Alixandre's confused self-debate about the nature of

his malady suggests even more definitely the existence of

medical C\lres for love.· He begins by admitting that he has

become somet~tn~ of a madman, an observation in accord with

those of medical writers$ and discusses his malady:

]'os est qUi sant anfermit~ ,
8'il ne quiert, par quai sit sante,
Se 11 la puet trover n\ll leu.
Maia teus cuide feire son preu
Et porquerre oe que 11 viaut,
Qui porchace don il se diaut.. (637-42)39

To this point, Alixandre seems in complete accord with Guiart

who observes that ltMadmen who spurn their cures are fools in

deed" (p .. 50) and !tHe who succumbs to [the- sinful lifeJ/

. Gains transient pleasure, but his loss is infinite
11

(po 54) ..

Alixandre employs the observation, however, towards the fur

therance of his love:

Et qui ne la cuide trover,
Por quoi ir~~t consoil rover?
II se travaiileroit'aYi vain e

Je sand Ie mien mal si grevain
Que je n'an avrai garison
Par mecine ne par poison
Ne par herbe ne par racine ..
A chascun mal nla pas mecins ..
Li miens est si anracinez
Qu'il ne puet estre mecinez. (643-53)40

. 39He is mad who feels afflicted, and seeks not what
will bring him health, if he is able to find it anywhere.. But
many a one seeks to obtain his welfare b.nd for that which he
wishes, who foll~~s that which injures him.

40And why should one ask for adVice who does not ex-
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Alixandre has, it seems, come around to the lover's standard

position that there is no cure for his illness, but:

Ne puet? Je cuit que j'ai manti.
Des que primes cest mal santi,
Se l'esasse mostrer ne dire,
foisse je parler au mire
QUi del tot ~e poist aidier. (653-7)41

Quce more he adopts an acceptable argument from an Ovidiml

viewpoint, but as he is in danger of convincing himself to

seek aid, he dismisses the view with an abrupt comment that

he does not like to discuss such matters, and rationalizes

his ~ejection of physicians with the dubious argument that

they would probably not listen to him or accept a fee if he

consv~ted them~ Ilis true motive, however, is indicated in

the conclusion to his debate:

Maiuz ~tel qu'ensi toz jorz me taingne,
Que de nelui santez me vaingne,
Se de la ne vient la santez,
Don venue est l'mlfermantez. (869-72)42

In the- end, he reverts to the lover's usual belief that the

only cure of his illness is his lady, but \vith what different

peet to gain his health? He would ex,:ert himself in vain.
I feel my own illness to be so grievous that I will not be
cured by medicine or by potion, herb or root. For some ill
nesses there is no remedy. Mine is so deep-rooted that it
cannot be cured by medicine.

41 Not able? I think that I have lied'. When first I
felt this illness, if I had dared to show it or speak of it,
I might have spoken to a doctor who could.have cured me com
pletely.

42But hope that thus love alw-ays holds me, that health
does not come to me, if it does not come of she who is the
source of the rever.
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motives from those of the lover in Q,oml?.:1J;ynt !2.'Amour..§.!

Alixandre is, above all, confused, and clearly incapable of

a rational progression of thought. His response to an ill

ness is not to seek a cure which he acknowledges to be at

ieast partially valid, but to hope that the illness will ~

remain Within him unless it is cured by his lady. His argu

ment, one suspects, is influenced more by his conclusion than

by his propositions, and is a classic example of ~r~~sono

Since both his knowledge of an alternate cure and his inability

to argue rationally are demonstrated, the reader is justified

in rejecting Alixandrefs identification of his cure with his

lady, and in viewing him as a sufferer from i1heroes" love ..

Finally, the God of Love in~~ 1J!~ draws

,upon~~or~ and the medical tradition when he des

cribes the four "solaztf"hope, sweet thought, sweet speech,

and sweet sight, which he claims will aid the lovero His

recommendations are, as one might expect from the God of Love,

antithetical to the counsels of Remedia Alli9r~~p for he has no

wish to discourage lovers'. Ovid assumes that his patient is

already beyond hope of winning his lady, and consequently

deals only indirectly With hopso His attitude, however, may

be represented by Lucretius' assessment of the vanity of

hope in love~
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For here lies the hope, that the fire may be extinguished
from the same body that was the origin of the burningg
which nature contrariwise denies out 0Ud out to be im
possible; and this is the only thing, for which the more
we have the more fierce burns the heart with fell cra
ving~ For food and liquid are absorbed into the body,
and when once these can possess certain fixed parts,
thereby the desire for water and bread is easily ful
filled& But from man's aspect and beautiful bloom, no
thing comes into the body except the enjoyment of thin
images; which lovesick hope often grasps at in the empty
aiTo (iV, 1086-95)

Sweet thought is as abruptly dismissed by Ovid: "Beware of

reading again the treasured letters of an alluring mistress •••

If you can, get rid of her picture also: Why does a mute image

affect you?" (gA, 117-24), as are sweet speech:""You will gain

by being tongue-tied. o.oby silence you will win better re-

venge so that Cyour mistress.] fades away from your regrets"

(M.,.. 642~6) f and m'leet sight~ nAnd frequent not the colonade

that she frequents when walking, nor cultivate the same

societyo What boots it by remembrance to heat once more a

cooling passion?1l (~, 627-9). The God's "salaz" are, in

fact, only further aspects of the illness which he has earlier

described as his service, and can give to lovers, at best,

. only momentary comfort. It is little wonder that the lover

in Boman ~ la~ , when his case seems hopeless, discovers

that "Sweet Speech fails; Sweet Though"t avails me not; /

Sweet Sight has left me tt (4117-20L for the gifts are of

use only to successful lovers.

As the examples suggest, Ee~edi~ !mori§ was used by

medieval authors to ironically counterpoint and place in

per~pective the statements of lovers, but it was seldom
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used straightforwardly. In most cases, the precepts of

Remedia ~oris were either inverted, as in Roman de ~ Ros~,

or were suggested Gnly to be rejected by the lover, as in

Qlig@.

In lroilus ~ Qr~s~, Chaucer employs 3emedi~

~is both inversely and in arguments that are rejected by

the lover. Unlike the authors discussed above, however, he

does not depend upon the reader's extrinsic knowledge of Ovid's

remedies,but summarizes the Ovidian passages which are most

important, for example:

For also suer as day comth after nyght,
The newe love, labour, or oather wo,
Or elles seIde seynge of a Wight,
Don aIde affecciouns aIle over-go. (IV, 421-4)43

By including such summary of ~_m~dia !mQris at crucial points,

Chaucer provides within Troilu~~ QriJL~ itself an al

ternate standard by which the actions of Troilus and Pandarus

may be .judged. Just as the inclusion of Boethian philosophy

suggests an alternate view to that of the characters by which

the lover's conventional complaint against Fortune can be

. jUdged,44 B§~~dia ~9~j~ provides a standard by which Pan

darus' use of the conventional metaphor of the lady as cure

may be assessed. Like ~he Qgnsolation of ~1ilosophy, Reroedia

43For the Ovidian parallels see below, p$55 •

44See Gaylord, .me c.ile, pp. 581-2 and Gordon, ~e
~., pp. 24-60.

/

•
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~oris is often misapplied or misquoted. The misapplication

and misquotation should be used by the reader to assess the

weaknesses of the major characters.

In the following chapters I shall demonstrate how

E&medi§ hmoris is introduced into the characterization of

Pandarus, rold the way in which it influences the reader's

jUdgement of both'hi77{ and Troiluso

I



II

Ars~ and~ AmoriS! are particularly

appropriate to Proldarus and to Troil~~ Criseyde ~or

several reasons. Ovid's cynical p exempl~-filled, and de-

liberately pedmltic style is perfectly suited to Pandarus, who

displays a similar fondness for cynical pedantry and ~emplum.

Part of the jokewrt},\ Pandarus, as Meech observes, is

his display of wisdom for his own satisfaction as well
as for the benefit of his captive auditor. He em
broiders arguments even of the most obvious purport,
and haVing won all his objectives with them, turns to
lecturing Troilus on amatory principles. 1

Ovid, according to Boccaccio, is another master of embroider=

ing the obvious, ttfdnce no youth is so mad "Iith passion, and

"no woman so simple, that under the impulse of carnal appe~

tits they are not much keener in inventing expedients to

achieve their desires than (Ovid] ". 2 Pandarus, in his

quotation of the principles of Ar~ Amatoria, adds his own

glosses to Ovid's straightforward rules, rendering the ob-

vious yet more obvious"

B-emed:i,& Lunoris, and to a lesser extent, Ii£.§. Amato~

are relevant to any discussion of Troy, for they are filled'

------- ------------------------
1Sanford B~ Meech, pesign ill ~ucer'~ Troilus

(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1959), p. 29. See also
p. 11.

2GioVW~ll!i Boccaccio, BO£Q~ccio Q~ PoetIX, trans.
Charles G~ Osgood (New York: The Liberal Arts Press, 1956), pe 72.

23
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with reZerenc@ to the Trojan mytho Paris, for example, is

mentioned five times, Helen twice, while minor figures in

cluding Diomede, Calchas, end Oenone are all mentioned.. Of

all the classical works wInch coUld have been known by Boc

caccio and Chaucer, only ~~~media ~oris and Tr1=Bti~ mention

Criseia and her relationship to Calchaa.) One of Ovid's

claims to be able to CUi~e any earthly lover includes Trojan

references used in his typical mannerg "Give Enria to me:

Menelaus will keep Helen jl nor will vanquished Pergamum fall

into Danaan handsn(~, 65-66) .. Most of Ovidls references to

Troy are negativa" In the context of ~media ~1ll9riF!, J:'aria

is simply another lover in need of a cure"

By includ1118 direct quotation trom m Am§,.:t'oJ:·~ and

~medj;Jj; .£!lJl...9Xi!jl, Chaucer invi·tes comparison wI! th Ovid t S work6~

Within his olaim to cure any lover, OVid boasts that he

could even oure ~ereus arid Scylla, both of whom are mentioned

in ~Foil1!§~ QriseXdj!. If one keeps }.}~medi~ Amoris. in

mind while reading j~i~~ QXi6ey~, the references elicit

. a complex reBponse. Upon one level they are, as McCall has

demonstrated p
4 eXGUlpl.~1 remi11ding the reader of the dangers

of inordinate love, and implying the danger of ~roilus'

love. In terms of Remedi~ Amo~, however, the mention of

3C. flo Wilkins g uCriseida", ~l' XXIV (1909), 65-7 ..

4Mc~all, ed. cit., pp. 230-240.
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Tereus and Scylla remind the reader that even such extreme

passion can be cured if it is given the proper guidance p

guidanoe which Pandarus p at least metaphorically, claims to

be providin~$ ~len Tareus is mentioned by Chaucer, the

reader may compare his love with that of Troilul3, and may

also compare the advice of Troilus' physician with that of

Ovid ..

]'vloat important, however, is the harmony of &!J. .Am~

.:t&r..1~ and _Remedia .J1D1Qris pwhen read as a unit p with Boethius t

~ Q9Jlilola:t:i..QB 9i Eh1..1osoph;y. Both works stress the 1m... ···

portance of free will in the cure of earthly infatuation,S

and both appeal to reason to overcome unreasoning sorrowo

Because they are df:lpend~nt upon reason, many of wider.; cures

can be successftll only if the lover recognizes the peril in

which he may place himae~f; "Consider in swift thought what

kin,d of thing it is you love, and wi thdraw your neck from

a. yoke that may one day gall" (~, 89-90)" Lady :Philosophy

employs the same technique in assuming the role of Lady

Fortune so that Boethitw can aBsess for himself the dangers

of sUbmitting to Fortune's rule" Both The CQ!l:.sQ.lation S!i

~4iJos~hI and liemedi~ ~Qris, moreover, employ a parallel

metaphor of medicinal aid for the victim of Fortune, even

5At BA, 741ff~ Ovid discusses remedies which are cir
cumstantial rather than Willed, indicating that those which
precede depend upon the patient's will power.. Although
medical ~~iters depend less upon will than upon external
application of the remedies, cures were suggested for those
who would heed reason.. See Robertson's summary of Bernard
of Gordon I s cures,..ad .. Qi.:1; .. , p. 459 ..
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to the point of suggesting stronger medicines for deeper

involvement: "More strongly will that Boy [Cupid~bend his

bow-string; a wounded crowd, you will seek more potent aid"

(~, 435-6t. One of the clearest instances of harmony in

the use of the medicinal metaphor is Pandarus' observation

upon the necessity of a willingness to be cured, taken di

rectly from Chaucer 9 a Jioec~: "For whoso list have helyng of

his leche p / To hym behovyth first unwre his wownde n•6 The

Boethian statement is so similar to Ovidian thought that

E. F. Shannon mistakenly identified the lines from ~roilug

~ £r!s~yde with the following lines of ~ ~~~to~~~:

~he impatient spirit g as yet intractable to skill,
rejects and holds in abhorrence worda of councilo Mor0
wisely shall I then approach when he·suffersat last
his wou.nd to "?6 t~tlc.b.ed, and is fit for true aa.monish
ment~ (BAg 123-6)

There iS g of courss p a great difference in tone between

Ovid and Boethiuss> but metaphorically, both authors attempt

to cttre a patient who suffers from the reversal o~ Fortunee

As Stroud noted,S Boethiu6 makes no attempt to dis-

cuss carnal love, considering it to be merely a species of

the genus ffdelights of the world". Ovid, on the other ha:nd,

6~oece, Book I, po 4, and !roil~~ ~n~ griseI~, Book I,
857-8 ..

715• F. Shannon,~ 1Yl£!~ !lO!"!llin J?oet~, Harvard
Studies in Comparative Literature, Vol .. VII (Cambridge,Mass:
Harvard University Press, 1929), p. 125.

8T• Ae StroUd, "Boethius' Influence on Chaucer's
Troilusu , ~, XLIX (1951-2)g 1,,:,,9 ..
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deals exclusively with carnal lova, ar1'1v1ng, as I have

suggested, at the same conclusions as does Boethius& By

allowing Fandarus to quote bot~ ~ Amatori~ and ~media

!mOD!!9 Chaucer is able to combine his Boatman philosophical

approach with the detailed examination of carnal 1011'0 offered

by Ovid o In Book V, when 1?andarus no longer plays a domina.ut

role, the complementary Boethian and Ovidian views are synthe

sized in Troilus' actions. His rejection of Ovidian cures

underscores his complete dependence upon Fortune, while Pan

d9XUS' ineffectual friendship indicates the uselessness of

his earlier remedies.

From his first appearance Pandarus assumes the role

of a doctor" The reader first sees him as a concerned frj.end

attempting to cure Troilus of the "distresse and care tf (I,

550) in which his malady has placed him& Unlike Boccaccio's

Pandaro who asks only if "bitter time (:has"J already thus

vanquished [Troilo] 11,9 Pandarue accuses Troilus of cowardice

and "foxhole conversion II to religion. 10 Pandaro's question

is that of a friend, with no underlying purpOS6e Chaucer,

however, indicates that Fandarus' charges are a medicinal

ploy, and outlines PandaTUs t rationale:

9Giovanni Boccaccio, ~~, trans" Ne Eo
Griffen and At) Be l-1yrick (Phnadelphia: University of Phil
adelphia Press, 1929), pe 163e All subsequent stanza referen
ces are to this edition"

10The phrase is that of Alan T. Gaylord, uUncle Pan
darus as Lady 'philosophy", ~..&, :xLVI (1961), 595"
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Thiee wordes seyda he for the nones alle,
That with 6wich thing he myght hym angry maken,
And with 00"1 angre don his wo to falle,
A,s for the tyme" and his corage al'mken~

But weI he wist, as fer as tonges spaken,
Ther nas a man of gretter hardinesse
Thanne he, ne more desired of worthineaS8o (I, 561-7)

Medically ,PandarUs t cure is sound,11 and he is admira.ble

in his willingness to risk the anger of his fri:and in order

to cure the as yet undefined malady. The only weakness in

his position at this point is his readiness to attempt a

cure before he has learned the nature of the illness. It

may be noted, howev61" II tha:t Pandarus I misinformed diagnosis

resuJ:ta in a more accura.te trea:tment than any of h.is sub

sequent suggestions o When Criseyde leaves Troy, and incur

ring the anger of his patient- seems to be the only viable

cure, Pandarus is not l'lilling to return to his 1m.tial diag

noais,,12

Once he has established the reason for Troilus' 111-

ness, Pandarus begins to shift his cure from reaction to

propitiation of. the disease 9 His initial reaction to Troilus'

acknOWledgement that his ilb16SS is occasioned by love dif

fers significantly from that of Pandaroe Although Chaucer

11Bernard of Gordon recommends slander of the loved
one as one remedy, a method which leads obViously to the
anger of the patient. The purpose 1s probably to distract
the patient t s mind from contemplation of the· lady lv!th "oother
'Wo tt • While Pandarus is not yet consciously treating ttheroes"
love, his first advice suggests a proper medical tecml1que.
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closely follows IL*Filostratg in lines 610-20~ he renders

Pandarots va.gue offer of lI consiglio 0 aiuto rt (I, 9) distinctly

physical in his suggestion that ttpera:unter thow myghte after

awich oon longe, / That myn avya aIloon may helpen us" (:1:, 619

20)0 ~andarua' re-assessed cure has little to do with

counsel, but is concerned with aiding TroiluB physically to

consummate his love.. PandaruB has shi~ted from a psycholo

gical to a physical cure ..

It is only Troilus' disbelief in Pandarus' useful

ness as a counsellor of love that prompts Pandaruslfirst

outburst of philosophical lore. He seems to proceed "deduc

~ively and by analogy ~ appealing to maxim!;) and it1fElli'lP1& for

~urther authorityu .. 1, Like Alixand~~ in Qlig~B, however,

llis.axgument is stron.gly influenced by his :;;p::reconceived con..,.

clusion that Troilus should seek love, and, like Alexmlder,

the first stages of his argument are antithetical to the con

clusions he reaches. Comparison of Pandarua' philosophy

with the comparable passages in his sources reveals the in

adequacy of his logic ..

In an Ovidiffil sense, Pandarus@ argument seems ini

tially to suggest the proper treatment of "heroes" love ..

Like Ovid,14 he still suffers from unfortunate love, and

1'G 1 d n..,+- ",,0I,j. 5'76_ay or , ~c> ~., p. w

14As part of ius defence for writing ~~di~ ~~~,
Ovid observes that he means Cupid no harm, and demonstrates
his good faith by admitting to the god that he, for one,
still loves (BA, 7-8).
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consequently believes that he can steer his friend away from

its more troublesome aspects: ttThat oon 1:iha"(; excesse doth ful

yvele fare / By 'good counseil kan kepe his frend tharfro"

(I~ 626-7)0 As Gaylord suggests:

~aken out of context, Eandarus' introduction to his
argument would best lead to a philosophy of~
~ as his best. 'conse!=!- t to 'kepe his fren~e t from
evil ex?esso 15But £andarua remedy is yet more art 9 yet
more po~son ..

Pandarus' analogies that a fool can guide a wise man (I, 630)

and that

Eke whitby blak, by shame ek worthinesse,
Bah set by other, more for other sernath,
As men-may se, and so the wyse it demeth.

81th thus if two contraries is 0 10re 9
It that have in love 60 cfte assayed
Grevancasg oughte konne, and wel-the more,
COlUlseillen the of that thow art amayed (I, 641~8)

seem, if taken out of context, to promote the view that

excessiva love 1:GhrOugh. the example of Pandarus,. is to be

avoided. Since Troilus has already demonstrated the symp-
. - .~-

toms of e:x:~~ssive love in his "heroic" melancholy,16 one

wonders what,excess Pan~a.rus wishes him to avoide In fact,

Pandarus is employing the caution implicit in !lamedi§: '&pQris

in encouraging Troilus to pursue love. A reader with any

knOWledge of the common medical tradition of "heroes ft love

15 .
Gaylord, .wo m.ito, p. 577.

160f• the summary of Troilus' symptoms in I. Le
Gordon, ~DQu~le Sorrow Qt Jroilus (Oxford: Oxford University
.Fress, 1970), p. 94 With the typical symptoms of lovers
listed by Kirby, ftd. ~., pp. 8-12.
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must surely be suspicious of Pandarus t argument by this

point. Chaucer further emphasizes the illogicality of Pan

darus' argument by omitting Pandaro's admission that his

failure in Imre is the 1'eau1t of lu.s failure to maintain

secrecy (II, 11)& Pandarus, who does not seem to know the

reason for his failU2'e, seeks to prevent Troilu6 from making

the same, unidentified errors.

Logically, Pandarus' citation of Oanone's letter

continues the argument against the pursuit of love, for Apollo,

according to venone, could not cure his own malady despite

his knowledge of all herbs and medi,cines e McCall has shown

that rather than being pitied for his inability, medieval

COmlllentators regarded Apollo's love as foolishe 17 Pandarus

has I' therefore, supplied both an earthly example, himself"

and a celestial, Apollo, of foolish lovers who cannot free

themselves once they have followed love. The conclusion

should be that love is to be feared rather than readily

embraced, since ita grasp seems 1nterminable~

Considering his subsequent knOWledge of Remedia

.&Roris, moreover~ Pandarus' implication that a mortal cannot

hope to escape love if even a god was trapped is unconvinGing.

Ovid rejects the use of herbs &ld common medicine in both the

pursuit of love (~, pe 141) and in love's cure:
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If anyone thinks that the baneful herbs of Haemonia
and arts of magic can avail. [in love..J ~ let him take
his own risk.... What availed thee the grasses of thy
Phasian land~ 0 Colehian maid, when thou wert fain to
stay in thy native home? What did Persean herbs profit
thee, 0 Circ8 p when a breeze that favoured them bore the
Niretian barks away? (~f 249-94)

In his boast at the beginning of!emedia.&morie, Ovid is

most emphatic in stressing that even the most infatuated

earthly lover can be cured by his methods. 18 He does not

claim to be able to cure gods~ but neither ~andarus nor

Troilus is super-human. Pandarus' comparison, though self

flattering, is inapplicable: human love, according to Ovid

and those who cite him as an authority.. is always curable ..

Pandarust.citation of Oanone's letter weakens rather·than

strengthens his position, for he initiates Troilus 9 cure with

t~e belief that love is incurable. For one fE~iliar with

Remedla AmQri§, Troilus' misgivings abou.t Pandarus' ability

to serve as a couns~llor of love are vindicated, Pandarus'

rejection of the most basic concept of ~~~~~ ~oris, the

possibility of cure, suggests that he is incapable of

. curing anyone ..

HaVing sententiously worried the incurable nature of

love to his own satisfaction, Pandarus assures Troilus that

his advice will be sympathetic:

myn entencioun
Nis nat to yow of reprehencioun,
To speke as now, for no Wight may byreve
A man to love, tyl that h;ym. list to leve. (r, 683-6)

18See above, po 24 and ~, 55-68.
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Pandaro, perhaps more modest than Pandarus, attributes the·

passage to the Ifwise of olel n in thei];" Usage discourses"

(II, 12). The sage is probably Ovid, and the discourse,

R~med~ ArnQri§ in which one is cautioned to attempt the cure

of love only at the correct moment:

Either when 'tis new, tr~ if you can, to assuage the
fire, or when by its Olin force it has collapsed: when
its ft~y is at full speed, give way to its furious
speeding; impetuous force is ever hard to faceoeoo The
impatient spirit, as yet intractable to skill, reject~

and holds in abhorrence words of council. More Wisely
then shall I approach when he suffers at last his wound
to be touched, and is fit for true admonishment. (~,
117-126)

Ovid's intent is to retrain until the correct moment arrives

since treatment at the wrong time only inflames and aggra

vates the malady (;§Jh 133~4) 0 His advice is only ironically

appropriate to Pandarus' argument, for aggravation of the

malady is exactly what Pandarus is seeking in encotlraging

Troilus to love. Within a hund.red lines of his assurance

of sympathy, J?andarus proposes a cure which even the most

infatuated lover wouJ_d enthusiastically accepto Instead of

curing an undeveloped infatuation, he proposes to develop ito

Pandarus' cynical disclaimer to his suggestion that

Troilus should seelt a friend in his love-siclrness ~ IIIf God

wol, thaw art nat agast of me, / Leat I wolde of thi lady

the begyle ll (715-6) p is probably derived from the G'od of

Love's advice to the lover in R.Qm~ ~ ~ B,oae::
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Se cil qui tant ie1't tea amis
En bien amer son ouer a mis,
Lors vaudra miauz la compaigni0;
81 est raison quiil te redia
Se s'amie est pucele ou non,
Qui ele est e coment a nom,
S1 n'avras pas poer qulil my~e

A tiamie ns qulil tlencuse. ~

As I have suggested, 20 -the God's advice, like that (jf Pan

darus, is anti-'Ghetical to the cure of uheroes" love.. His

advice may be based upon contradiction of a passage from ~

~at9rig in which the lover is forbidden to seek any friends

for precisely this reason:

Friendship is but a name, fa! th is an empty name o Alas,
it is not safe to praise to a friend the object of your
love; as soon as he believes your praises, he slips into
yOllr place ~,,&o no foe need a lover fear; fly those whom
you deem. fai th:t'ul and you will be safe 6 Kinsmml, brother -~

beware of them and of thy boon companion; they will cause
you real fears. (!A, It 740-54)

Those who wish to withdraw from love, however, are advised

to seek friends, as long as they will. not remind the lover

19Translated by Chaucer, ~ Romaunt ~ ~ ~,
2873-86~

And if his herte to love be sett,
~.:.... ~~ His compayne is wyche the batt.

For resoun wole, he shewe to thee
All uttirly his pryvyte;
And what she is he loveth so,
To thee pleynly he shal undo,
Wi thou"te drede of ony ShWI16,
Both tell hir renoun and hir name.
And namely to thi lady der,
In syker wise; yee, every other
Shal helpen as his owne brother,
In trouthe, withoute doubleness,
And keepen cloos in sikerness.

20See above, pp~ 19-20.
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of his lady (~, 637=8):

And fly not intercourse, nor let your door be closed,
nor hide your tearful countenance in the darlmess. :E.'ver
have some l~lades to care for his Orestes: this too will
prove no small benefit of friendship. (E!, 587-90)

For one familiar with~ Amatoria and £lem~dl~ ~ori§,

Pandarus' discussion of friendship is wrong-headed, for he

either contradicts the former or applies the latter when it

is inapplicable.. In terms of Pandarv.s' argument e1thaI'

misuse tends to the same result, for Pandarus once mbre

applies an arglwent meant for the cure of love in order to

convince Troilus to love o

Troilus' rejection of these impressively, if incor~

rectly, stated propositiona bri.ngs Paudarus momentarily to

the practi.cal observation that death will be of little use

if the lady is not aware of Troilus' sacrifice. Once Troilus

accepts his advice for this practical reason, however, Pan=

darus resur~es his philosophical discourse.

As Gaylord has demonstrated,21 upon Troilus' mention

of Fortune (I, 837), Pandarus assumes the role of Lady Philo

sophy and quotes directly from Boethius .. : His assumed role

continues the citation of authorities opposed to the intent

of his argument, and complements his use of ~e~~ ~ri~..

As earlier noted,22 his quotation of ~ady Philosophy's

uFor whoso list have helyng of his Iecha n echoes the advice

21 Gaylord, art .. ~o, pp. 583-6.

22See above, p .. 26 ..
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of Ovid as well as that of Boethius. By the end of Pandarus'

discussion of Fortune, he synthesizes misunderstanding of

Boathian philosophy with misquotation of ~emed~ Amori~e

As his previous success has been based upon practical rather

than philosophical example, Pandarus adds a practical corol

lary to his short-sighted logic that since Troilus is

~1J..rp·\:htl;r'- at the nadir of Fortune's liheel, he can only ascend:

And thynk \'1el, she of ''1hom r1st al thi wo
Hereafter may ~hy comfort be also.

For thilke grownd that bereth the wedes wikke
Barath ek thise holsam herbes, as ful ofte
Next the fOllle netle, rough and thikke,
The rose waxeth sWQote and smothe and sotte. (I, 944-9)23

Ovid employs the same analogy to encourage the lover that a

cure may be found for his unreturned love, but his identi....

fice:tion of the rose and the rough nettle is the o1>pos1te

of J?andarus I :

Learn healing from him throt~h whom ye
Olle hand alike will wound and succour ..
fostera healing herbs and noxious, and
nearest to the roese (RA, 43-6)--

learnt to lovet
The same earth

oft is the nettle

The inaptness of his quotation of ~em¥dia Amaris is self

evident, and the irrationality of his view of For"tune is

underscored for his next two examples, for he assures Troilus:

~And next the valeye is the hil o-lofte; / And next the derke

nyght is the glade morwe" (I, 950-1)0 On the other side of

2'The parallel is noted by Shannon, ed. cit., Fe 125,
but he does not comment upon either the inversion or the
signifioance of 2Wldarus i quotation of the metaphor.
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the mountain, one may observe, there is probably another

valley t while next to the "gla.de mor-tva It there is undoubtedly

anothel' "darke nyght" ..

lfaving convinced Troilus to submit to his own desires,

Pandarus tU4~S to prescribing the means of achieving happiness,

including the lover's companion and physician's anathema,

hope (I~ 971), as well as secrecy and constancy (I, 957=8)~

Love, he states, should be nourished constantly or it will·

never thrive:

Ek wostow how it fareth of 80m servise,
As plaunts a tree or herbe, in sondry wyse,
And on the morwe pulle it up as blyvel
No wonder is, though it may nevere thryve~ . (I, 963-6)24

The metaphQr occur,s 'in 'bothAr~ k!g~oria and ~med:tJt: ~'6'2~ '.

Considering his quotation of the same passage of ~effiedia

.~~ only thirteen lines earlier, it is probable that

Pandarus refers to the following J..inea:,

While it may be, and but moderate feeling moves your
heart, if you dislike it, stay your foot upon the thres
hold •••• The tree that gives broad shade to strollers,
when first it was planted, was a tender shoot, then it
could be pulled by hand from the surface earth t nml it
stands firm, grown by its own strength to unmeasured
height. (RA, 79-88)

24Robinson follows Root, ~~ Q1]~, p. 429, in attri
buting the metaphor to Seneca's Aa 1!lCili~, Epist .. i, 2,3
which disCltBSeS not love but education. Considering Pandarus'
use of liemedia Amoris fifteen lines earlier, there is no
reason to suppose that the metaphor is derived from elsewhere,
partiCUlarly since Ovid's comparison of the lover with an
uprooted plant closely follows the passage which Pandarus has
earlier quoted.

25For comparison of the plant metaphor in~ ~~oJi~
and ~edia Amor~.§. see above, p. 0, 7 0
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Troilus' misgivings about his love are exactly what PWldarua

is attempting to overcome at this point, but he has no t~e

for repentance unless it is to the God of Lovec Once more

Ovid's advice for those resisting love is used to advocate

further involvement o

Throughout his first speech, the sources Pandarus

quotes belie the intentions of his argumentc His quotation

of ~ady Philosophy is used not to discourage but to appeal to

the governance of Fortune, so that he becomes in a sense Lady

Philosophy seen through the eyes of Lady FortU!leo Similarly,

the judgements and me<taphors of l1emedia~, particularly

the CU..l"S me<taphm:'p are not employed to discourage love but to

appeal to the practice of ~ ~.ato:t~i~o In effect, l?andarus

reverses the conventional reading of ~Am~ and R§~~di~

Amoris in which the former is glossed by the latter, for he

employs ge~edi~ ~r18 ironically while accepting the precepts

of~ ~~ri~ at face valueo A reader with knOWledge of

either Boethiu8 or Ovid must consequently reject Pandarus t

a~gtunente Troilus, however, has the double disadvantage of

being "withouten reed and loore" and of being a loverc The

fOlwer prevents him from detecting the discrepancies in

Fandarus' use of his sources; the latter disposes him to

accept a Houre" '\'lhich increases his chances of consummation ..

It is little wonder that by the end of Book I~ Troilus

e.e fareth 1ik a man that hurtie soore,
imd is somdeel of akyngge of his wownde
Ylissed wel, but heeled-no deel moore (I, 1087-9)
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for Pandarus t proposed cure ia comforting, but is in neither

a ~oethian nor Ovidian sense a remedy.

Pandarus employs the concepts of Rem~d~ ~oril~ only

once in Books II and III, His stress upon the avoidance of

sloth as a necessity in the pursuit of love~

Sire, my nece wol do weI by the,
And love the best, by God, and by my trouthe~

But 13k of pursuyt make it in thi slouths. (II, 957-9)

Now help thiself, and leve it nought for slouthe! (II, 1008)

:Ls an ironic reversal. of the well....known "ocia 61 tollasl'

periere cupidinis arcus tt
•
26 As with his use of ~edia

Amoljb§ in Book I g Pandarua advice, if taken out of context,

represents a correct cure for fOheroes tf lovell As he employs

it, however, the correct prescription is used for the wrong

reason. For Pandarus, sloth is a means of escaping love.

With the exception of his mention of sloth p P~ldarus

does not borrow further concepts from ~med1~ ~_until

Book IV. It has, however, as has ~ Con!Lolatio~ of Philo

§~~Z, been established as a standard by which his SUbsequent

theory and actions may be measured, particlllarly since he is

consistent in his use of the metaphorical role of doctor

administering the cure of love G Within Books II and III,

the cure metaphor is juxtaposed with both speech and actions

which are based upon ~s Amatoriao

Pmldarus' application of ~ Amato~'begins as soon

')t:..

'USee above, p.10, Robertson, ~. Qit., po 92, no 69,
and Hoffman, ad .. .ill .. , pp. 72-79.
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as he has convinced Troilus to follow his advice. Unlike

Pandaro who observes that Griselda can be won because she is

a widow (II, 27), Pandarus' general encouragement is that

there "was nevere man or womman yet bigete / That was unapt

to suffren loves hete, / Velestial, or elles love of kynde t1

(I, 977-9). His preceeding statements, however, make it

plain that celestial love is to be given little consideration.

The sense of his obsel~ation echoes Ovid's encouragement to

downcast lovers:

First let assu~ance come to your minds, that all women
can be caught; spread but YOt~ nets and you will catch
them•••• Come then, doubt not that you may win all
women; scarce Olle out of many will there be to say you
nay 0 (A,A, I, 269=70, 343-4)

.
Both Ovid and Pandarus go on to demonstrate how her heart of

he~~ts may be reached; Ovid theoretically, Pandarus through

practical application of Ovid's theoriese

Ovid's advice that the lover seek a go-between is

adapted by Chaucer, for Fandarus, to a greater extent than

Pandaro and conventional go-betweens g is a go-between in

'search of a lover. 27 As em1sarry he is not content"'"'(to

"speak of [Troilus], then add persuasive words, and swear that

'[Troilus is} dying of frantic lovell (AA, I, ·371 ....2) as is

Ovid's emissary, but resorts to more philosophy to convince

Criseyde to accept Troilus' friendship 0

27Although go-betweens are often found in romances,
none has to ex,ert himself so hard in convincing his charge
to love. Usually, the suggestion of aid is sufficient to
prompt the lover to action. Ce~tainly no other gO-between has
to guide the lover in the bedroom.
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As Gaylo~ has demonstrated,28 Pandarus' offer of

friendship to the perpetually frightened Criseyde is shre~dly

inviting in its appeal. The credit for the appeal of friend~

ship, however f is not entirely due to Pandarus' own percep....···

tiveness. If a woman seems reluctant, Ovid coun~els, the

lover should Iflet love find entrance veiled in friendship's

neme a I have seen an unwilling mistress deluded by this

approach: he who had been an admirer became a loveI'" CM, I,

720-2). Pandarus' offer of friendship is the first of

several examples which give credence to Muscatine's obsel~a=

ti.on that Pandarus has studied long and hard, and knows his.

theory of love~29

Two of FWJ.da:rus' arguments in his first meeting with

Criseyde are based ultimately?O upon a passage in Book II of

'Ar~~~~~~~~ in whioh Ovid seeks to inspire lovers to build

their characters on firmer foundations th~i physical beauty.

Not surprisingly, Pandarus attempts to convince Criseyde of

the opposite.. Ovidts dictum: "that you may be loved, be

.loveable If (~, II, 107)' is cleverly, though illogically,

28A1an T.. Gaylord, "Friendship in Chaucer's Troilus",
~~c~ ~evi~, III (1968-9), 246-9.

29Charles Muscatine, 9.~auce~ gu~ ~ Frenall Jradition
(Berkeley and 10s Angeles: University of California Press, 1966),
po 139. PWldarus undoubtedly knows his theory: his appli-
cation, however, is questionablee .

30The parpa £i~ motif is fairly commonplace, but its
use immediately after a passage which can be traced to AI~

~~ suggests that Chaucer has in mind the corresponding
passage from Ovid o
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adapted by Pandarus: Il eertein, best is / That ye hym love

ayeyn for his lovynge~ / As love for love is skilful guer

donynge II (II, 990-2).31 In other words, if you are ltfOrthy

to be loved, you should love. Beauty is not enough, Ovid

obsel~es, and illustrates his point by demonstrating the

transitory nature of beauty:

A frail advantage is beauty; that grows less as time grows
on, and is devoured by its own years. oo.to thee, 0
handsome youth, will soon Calle hoary hairs, soon will come
wrinkles to make furrows in your body. (AA, II, 113-118)

Pandarus obediently follows OVid's example, expanding upon

Pandaro·s brief: tlLoee no time, consider that old age and

death wikll take away all thy beauty" (II, 54) to olJserve ~

The ~ynges fool is wont to erien loude,
Whan that l~ thinketh a womman berth hire hye,

'So longe mote ye lyve, and alle proude,
Ti.l crowes feet be growen under youre ye,
And sende yow than a. myrour in to prye,
In which that ye may se yours face a morwe!'o (II, 400-5)

Both Ovid and Pal1darus agree that beauty is transitory, but

they use the observation for opposite reasons. For Ovid, the

fading of beauty is the basis for advice to "make thee a soul

that will abide, and add it to thy beauty; only that end~~es

to the u1.timate pyre" (AA, II, 119~20). EiZcessive pride and

dependence upon beauty are to be shunned. This too, could

easily have been the king's foolts intent, for he seems more

concerned with pride born of beauty than with unaccepted love

31 Root objects to the comparison, originally noted by
Skeat, on the groun4s that Pandarus' statement is essentially
the inverse of Ovid's. The inversion, if anything, increases
the liklihood of ~afidarusl borrowing.
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affairs. But it is exactly this dependence upon beauty that

F.andarus seeks to bolster. The consequences of reasoning like

that of Pandarus have been apparent since the Duenna of

~omag de ~ B9se first told her life story. She has lived

consistently by Pandarus' advice, and accordingly has only

the comfort of ~emory in her old age o Pandarus' appeal, as

the lives of the Duenna and her literary cousin, the Wife of

~ath, ill~Btrate, is to the rule.of Fortune, whereas that of
~

Ovid cautions against such dependence.

Criseyde is more capable of dealing with Pandarus'

philosophical convolutions thar! was Troilus 0 She re j ects his

philosophy as a IIpeynted process fl
, leaving little doubt that

she has divined 2wldarus' immediate purpose. Once more

Pandarus is required to win his point with practical rather

than philosophical argument, bluntly threatening his own and

Troilus' deaths if she does not accedso Once Criseyde has

agreed to Troilus' tlfriendship", Pandarus suggests that she

too may be Troilus' uleche u • He has gained an unwitting

ally in his cure of Troilus' illnesse

Having achieved a measure of success as go-between,

Pandarus faithfully suggests Ovid's next step~ the sending

of a letter:

••• but if I were as thow,
God help me so, as I wolde outrely,
Of myn owen hond, write hire right now
A lettre, in which I wold hire tellen how
I ferde amys, and hire biseche of rotithe. (II, 1003-7)
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Let wax, spread on smooth tablets, attempt the crossing;
let 'wax go first '~o sho\'1 your mind.. Let that carry your
flatteries and words that play the lover; and, whoever
you are, add earnest entreaties. Entreaty moved Achilles
to give Hector back to Priam; a god when angry is moved
by the voice of prayer. (AA, I, 437-42)

And,although granting that lJ.'roilus is ft~1Ys ynough lt to write

a love-letter, 1?andarus, unlike Pandaro, reminds him of

several precepts designed for the bumbler:

I woot thow nylt it ~ygneliche endite,
And mcl~e it With thise argumentes tough;
Ne 8cryvenyssh or craftily thow it write;
Biblotte it "lith teris ek a lite; (II, 1024=7)32

Bu:t hide your powers, nor put on a learned brow; let
your pleading avoid troublesome words. Who save an idiot,
would declaim to his tender sweetheart? often has a
letter been a potent cause of hate. Your language should
inspire trust and your 'Words be familiar, yet coaxing
too~ so that :you seem to b~ spea}ring in her presence"
(AA, I, 462~8) . " , ,

The suggestion of Ubiblotting" with tears is probably derived

from Breseis' letter to Achilles in ~ide£l' ii1, 3-. 33

Pandaxus is finally in his element e He no longer has to

convince his charge to follow love: he only has to dispense

second-hand Wisdom in order to guide Troiluse His quotation

of ~~ Akna~~r~, at this point, unlike his previous quotations.

seems 6traightforwarde,~1}nconsis'l;ency in his argument, how'ever,

'Would make little dLfference to Troilus, for he is so sub

missive that he accepts without comment Pandanls' caution

not to employ medicinal metaphOl~,when speaking of love (II,

-----------------------------'7 ,....

~GSkeat, ~. ~&, pp .. 471-2.

33IbicL,'1 P!I 472 ..
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Elements of Pandarus t carefully planned dinner party

also have Ovidian precedent. In Ars ~..i.or..i~, the lover

learns that "Banquets too give openings, when the tables are

set; somewhat beside wine may you find there" (Alb I, 229-30) ..

At dinner parties, an alert lover can speak-to his mistress

in secret language,contrive to sit next to her, and perhaps

win her rrver (~9 I, 565~88).. Pandarus t desire to bring

Troilus and Criseyde together-in a "certeyn place" is inspired

by the same motive:

.... tho that ben expert in love it seye,
It is oon of the thynges forthereth most,
A man to han. a laysar for to preye,
And siker p).ace his ''iO for to bytireye;
For in good herte it mot som routhe impresse,
To here and see the giltless in _distresse.. (rIg 1367-72).

:tSecause of Troilus· ublaunche fevere" and timidness, and because

Troilus would have to take an active role without J?andarus t

i~ediate guidence,32 Pandar~s is forced to modify his approach

considerably. Ovid's major objective of bringing the lover

and lady together is, however, accomplished.. Even his mod

ification, moreover, 1s inspired by ~s Amato~iao Ever the

opportunist, Ovid suggests that since one has to endure

paleness and thinness as a lover, one might as well put them

to use: "That you may gain your desire, be pitiable...... Let

every lover be pale, this is the lover~s hue.. Such looks

320vidts advice about dinner parties is obViously
intended for lovers who have the ability to actively further
their m·m cause, like Trolla, III, 27-40. Troilus, however,
depends exclusively upon Pandarus to further his affair.
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become him; let fools think that such looks avail him not"

(AA, I, 737-8, 728-30)~ Troilus too is cautioned not to

shrink from pity:

Now speke, now prey, now pitously compleyne;
Let nought for nyce shame, or dreds, or slouths!
Somtyme a man mot telle his owen peyne$
Bileve it, and she shal han on the routhe:
Thow shalt be saved by thi feyth, in trouthe. (II, 1498-1503)

~andaru8 even outdoes Ovid in suggesting that Troilus

counterfeit sickness, while Troilus is content to utilize

his symptoms of love-sickness for the purpose Ovid suggests. 35

Troilus' entry into Criseyde'schamber may be a

reversal of wlother of Ovid's rules for enterprising lovers:36

If it is denied you to go by a safe and easy road, and if
the door be held by a fastened bolt, yet slip dO~1n head
long through an open~ng in the roof; or let the high
window afford a secret path. She will rejoice, and know
herself the cause of peril to you; this will be a pledge
of your lady's sure affection. (!A, II, 243-8)

Troilus makes an ascending, and somewhat less dramatic, entryp

if J?andarus is to be believed, through a "stewe" and a

"trappe lt after coming "thorugh a goter by a pryve wente tl

(III, 787)e It would b~ typical of Pandarus' free appli-

35It may be observed that other factors are involved
in Pandarus t advocacy of feigned sickness, most notably the
need to keep Troilus' love secret. As Pandarus' explanation
indicates, however, the inspiring of pity through illness is
one of his motives.

36The concealment oftlovers, as Root notes, p. xxx,
is conventional, but Chaucer s emphasis upon the ascending
entry of Troililus suggests that he may have been parodying a
recommended descending entry. This could account for the
reference to Pandarus' knowing flllly the flolde daunce" which
seems at odds with his characterization as a failure in love~
The recognized source of the passage, Il E1locol~, offers no
conclusive parallel, since Florio enters in a basket of flowerse
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cation of ~ ~matori~ both to arrange such an entrance

and to adapt Ovid's advice for an expected lover in presenting

an uncalled-for guest. In the scene which follows this less

than heroic entrance, both Troilus' antithesis to the Ovidian

lover and Fandaxus t coarseness are stressed o None of

Pandarus' subsequent recommendations in the bedroom can be

traced to Are .~tQA.i.§..~ probably because Ovid' s.J!!;b..les .amori§.

needs no further incentive in making his conquest. 37

Having steered Troilus to the required port, Pandarus

concludes his successful application of the principles of

~ ~IDatQ~~ with a humble acknowledgement of his role in the

liim:ling of Crise;ydeg flI~ deere frend, if I have d.on for the /

In any cas, ... oit is me lief; / And am as glad as man may of

it belt (III, 1618=20), rotd a warning for Troilus borrowed

from Dante~

For of fortunes sharpe adversitee
The worst kind of infortune is this,
A man to han ben in prosperitee,
And is remembren, what it passed is. (III, 1625-8)38

Troilus should be careful not to slip down the Wheel of For

tune wluch he has recently ascended. Quoting directly from

~ ~!!!.f3.toria,39 :Pandarus cautions that "As gret a crafte is

37Cf" ~, I, 664-706. The Ovidian lover, like Ovid,
is above all an opportunist.

38. Robinson, ad • ..Qjj;", pe 827"

39Ibid", p. 1624 also suggests comparison with Roman
~ la I(Qs~, 8261-4. Since Pfukdarus does not quote directly
Jean de Meunle expanded form, it may be suggested that Ovidls
condensed phrasing is more appropriate to Pandarus' proverbial
tone.
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kepe ''H~l as wynne!f (III, 1634)., The quotation is from a

passage in which Ovid seems as reflective as Pandarus, and

for the same reason. Ovid too has guided his pupil to con

summation, and has further advice to offer:

It is not enough that through my strains you have won
your mistress; by my art you gained her, by my art she
must be kept. Nor is there less prowess in euarding
what is won than in seeking., (AA, II, 11~13)

He also includes an observation upon fortune, although it is

quite different from that of Pandarus: 1Iin that [consummation]

there is chance, but this task CFetentiori} demands skill

(M, II I' ·14)., Pandarus' view, it could be suggested, is that

cnnquest is the work of chance, and that ret{2ntion invOlves .~

the continued favour of Fortw16, possibly prompted by the

correct actions of the lover. His thesis is disproved, how-

.ever, at the beginning of Book IV, for Fortune prevents him

from further instructing Troilus in the craft of.love.

Throughout Books I to III, Pandarus guides Troilus

towards satisfaction of his desire, a !fcure" which is "anti-

thetical to the advice qf Boethius and Ovid. The antithesis

is stressed from Pandarus' first appearance, for he quotes

directly from both~ Qonsolation Qf Philosop~~ and Remed~~

!moris, but does so in order to appeal to rather than banish

earthly infatuation. In Books II and III, Pandarus frequently

borrows or modifies theory and practice from ~ Am~toria in

~lid1ng Troilus to a successful union with Criseyde. He

maintains, however, the cure metaphor which is central to

Remed~~ Amori~, providing, in e~fect, an alternate standard
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by which his actions may be judged each time he implies that

he is curing Troilus' illness. With the conclusion of Book

III, the inadequacy of Pandarus' alternate cure is demonstrated,

for it can be successful only as long as Fortune is favourable.

Once circumstance removes Criseyde, Pandarus' cure is value

less.
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The limits of Pandarus' wisdom are made evident

in Books IV and V~ for although he has sufficient knowledge

to guide Troilus successfully in his pursuit of Criseyde~

he has no ability to aid his friend in the withdrawal from

Ilheroes lt love when circumstance necessitates such a with-

drawale Pandarus becomes, in effect, a background figure,

conspicuous only in his lack of incisiveness in contrast

to his earlier forcefulnesse His inability is underscored

by Troilus' breaking of the precepts of~~~

of which Pandarus, on at least one occasion,1 shows himself

to be cognizante

Chaucer's description of Pandarus' last appearances

differs little from that of Boccaccio, but because of Panda-

rus' quotation of £lemedia Amaris and ~ Qpnsolation 2!

?hilosoph~ in Book I, and because of his constant use of

the cure metaphor, the significance of his inability is

considerably alterede :Pandaro, it should he remembered,

is a sympathetic young friend who is without the pretense
8to wisdom and logic which characterizes Pandarus. Fandaro 8

inability to help Troilo j.n the final books of 11 Filostr~tQ

is pitiable and underst&ldable, for it seems 'to be the

-----------._-------------------
1See below, pe55 _

5q
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l"eauJ.t of ignorance of an applicable cure I) Pandarus, con...

siderin~ his demonstration of knowledge which could help the

stricken Troilua, fails not thro~h ignorance but through mis

application of the knOWledge he possesses.

Pandarus has been carefully developed so that his

failure is neither surprisini nor overly sympathetic. Within

Books I to III p Chaucer has emphasized his inabilityeLther

~·o >' succeed in or withdra:t'l from lc.weQ . Pan-daro suffars from

a similar misfortune, but Unlike J2andarus p understands that

his inability is the result of his failure to k~ep Ilia lov0

secret (II, 11)0 2 Pandarua never-offers a reason for h1~

fa11~~e~ which suggests that he has never discovered a reason

tor his hoppi11i ualwey byhynde u• ~ca.cciOp moreoverf/ mentions

PWldaro I s failure at only two points fI his first appearance,..

(lIp 9-11) and his first visit to Troilo after the proposed

exchange of Antenore for Criseida (IV, 57), scenes which in

both ~caccio and Chaucer are parallel.3 Chaucer, however,

emphasizes ~andaruat inability at every opportunity. As well

as expwlding the two scenes in which Troilus expresses doubt

about J?andarus' qUalifications as amatory advisor, Chauoer

2pandaro's belief that he understands the reason for
his failure partially justifi~B his confidence that he can
help Troila to avoid the pitfalls of love. Pandarus does
not have~en this partial justification, for he does not seem
to understand the reason for his failure. >

'For the parallels within ~roilu§~ £riS6yde see
McCall, ad. cit., p. 299-300.
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allows Pandarua to condemn his own failure in his first two

visits to Criseyde. Pandaro visits Criseida immediately after

he has convinced Trolla to accept his aid: Pandarus,however,

is forced to delay his visit for he suffers from love- sick

ness on l~ third, -traditionally a cruel day for loverSe 4

After his arrival, his observation that if the ladies ar~

readin~ books of love "som ~ood ye me leere ll (lIe 97) is

greeted with the taunt that the mistress of this hap1ess lover

is not present (II, 97-99)$ His second visit begins with no

more dignity for, having confessed that he suffers from a

Ujoly wo, a lusty sorweu , Criseyde 9 a questioni:n.gof his

success in :Love prompts his admission that he must "b.oppe

a.lway byhynde-u {II, 1099-1107) II

In his visits to Criseyde. ~andarus bears little

resemblance to the confid~ut advisor whom the narrator assures

us "wel koude eoh a deel / The olde daunc@, and every point

therinne" (III~ 694-5). This disparity between the haples~

lover and the learned advisor prepares the reader tor Pandar

us' eventual failure, for it' he cannot find either the reason

tor his own lack of success p or a method of withdrawing from

an obViously hopeless infatuatioD. p it seems unlikely that he

can successfully accomplish both for Troiluso His mastery of

the tlolde claunoe fJ
, as ""haucer has portrayed it, seems far

from complete •

....

201-50
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Pandarus' first appearance in Eook IV is in several

ways parallel to his entrance in Book I.. Once mOl"e he dis

covers Troilus in seemingly irremedial d@spair, and once more

seelts to ~ive Troilus Uavyslt towards the cure of a desperate

situatiouo As in the first scene between the two, Pandarus'

comments seem. in!tially to lead towards an Ovidian cure of

Troilus' love-sicmess.

Pandarus begins With a contemplation of Fortune's

fickleness, but upon trus occaB~on is open~minded enough to

envision the descendin~ as well as ascending motion of her

wh~e165 Because of the cyclical motion of the wheel, he

l"eflecta, one should be grateful for wha:t Fortune gives, but

one should not expect her to bestow lasting ~ifts~

He trust no Wight to fyndan in Fortun~

Ay propretee; hire yiftea ben COIDmlUlC.

But telle mathis, whi thow art now so mad
To sorwen thus? Whi listow in this wise,
Syn thi dea1r a~ holly hastow had,
So that, by right, it oughts yno~h auffise? (IV, 391-6)

The obsex~ation, derived from Fortune's defence in~~

§91~~~~ EVilO~~Phy,6. is a partial refutation of his

earlier lo~1c that Troilus should accept the rule of Fortune

since he could only rise from his low position. 7

5pandarus ' awareness of the descending aspect of
J!"'ortune l s 'fueel may be seen as early as his advice to Troilus
at III, 1625, but a.t that point he is atill of the opinion;
that one can maintain one' a balance at the top of the wheel.

6Robinson, ado cit., p. 828.
7 .

See above, p.36 •
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Chaucer expands :PandaX'o IS observa.tion tha.t~ "If

we lose this lady, many others shall we find ll (IV, 48) by

borrowing from eore!! and ~!.d1a P,morls.. From Am9r~

he adopts the belief that eaoh woman haa her own appeal:

If oon kan synge, an other kan weI daunce;
If this be goodly 9 she is glad and light; .
And this is fair, and that kan good aright. (IV, 409-11)8

Interest in the virtues of other women would be ~ood for

Tro11ua sinoe, as UZanzis" observed: "The newe love ou.t

chaceth cfte the olde" (!VII 415). Pal1daro ascribes the quo

tation to popular tradition (IV, 49), but it is ultimately

from ltjtmed.i!l Afn9~ti,§J "All love 1a vanqUished by a su.cce~.dTJ;l.'g

Q

love" (RA 464) ;;t._,,~, e

McCall, among others,10 condemns Eandal~8 for suggesting

the pursUit of other women, considering it further evidence

of his lechery. As l have demonstrated, however, the seeking

of other mistresses was a valid cure in the medieval treat- .

ment of "heroesu love. 11 While it mayo;to J?a.ndarus' discredit

that the pursu.it of women is the first cure thatl.,he attempts,

8Skeat, edo cit .. , II, 487.

9Ibid•

1~cCall, flQ,.. cit., suggests tha.t throu~hout !roily....§.
~ £risex~ Pandarus is consistently lecherous, and applies
only lecherous cures; Bee especially p. 181, and pp. 167,
299-300. Cummings believes that Pandarus holds out to Troilus
"vis:lons of el?icurean delights", !!~~ Jnd~te~Q1 .Ql.la}.wer~A
Wor)J:S to the 1, talian Workf3 of BocacciQ.~ew York: liaskell
ifouu,1965),p:& 117.~ieech; 'eti:= cit:

D

, p. 85 implies that
Pandarus' offer of other women is essentially basso

11 See above, po 10 and references cited.
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and is prolJably the least likely to· be acceptable to Troilua,

the cure itself cannot be dismissed as lecherous, or, as

Clunmings believes p epicureane 12

Ew1daro has no further remedies to 8Uggssto ~andarus,

however, having introduced one Ovid.ian cure, summarizes in lit

single St&lZ& the major remedies of liem~ Amoris:

For also suer as day comth a.fter nyght,
The news love, labour, or oather wOp
VI' elIas seIde sayings of a Wight,
Don aIde affecciouns alIa over-go~

Alld, for thi part, thaw shalt have oon of tho
T'abregge with thi bittre paynes smerts;
Absence of hire shal dryve hire out of h.erteo (IV, 421-7)

The summary is general, but as Kittl~~dg@ noted,13 Pandarus'

cureiS correspond to the follo\<ling passages of Remedia iJ.mor1§.l:

newe love (~, 464)p labour (~, 135-200)~ oather wo (~~ 555~

576 end 741~750),14 selde seyinge (~, 625-42), and absence

(~, 214....39)c Pandarus, it appears p knows Re.wedij1 hmori§

to a; degree which should enable him to apply Ovid DS cures.

In terms of the practice suggested in ~e~~~1a ~oris,

however, Eandarus is at this point a poor doctor, for rather

than \\faiting until his patient 'lfill .. listen to reason as Ovid

cOlm~erlst Pandaruo proposes his cures imm~diately&

As with Pandarus' first sug~estion of a cure (I, 561

-- 12 .
CUmmings, edo cit .. , po 1170

13G.. L.,Kittr.edge, "Chaucer Cs LolliuB", . Harvard Studies
!!! Q~llial ~lo~, XXVIII (1917), 70 .. ThelTnere'?erences
in the text are my own..

14The latter reference is to the specific Uwo " of
poverty as useful to the cure of love.. ]'01' a medieval use of
the cure see ~ ~ h9nes..:te groand1, .ed.. ~o, pe 191 ..
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67),15 the narrator assures the reader that Pandarus' sugges

tions are prompted more by concern for Troilus' woe than by

rationality ~ 18]'01' douteles II to o"on his wo to falls II / He

.roughte noU&ht what unthrift that he sayde" (IV, 430-1).

One should beware of accepting the narrator's judgement at face

value and concludin", with Cummings that PandaruB I proposed cures

are "the sheerest tWaddle"1I 16 for as in the first speech, the

cure dismissed by the narrator is that which could most pro

fitably be applied. The narrator's comment, if jUd~ed by the

medical. tradition of it€;WL~ .JID!QDS, is ironic.

Not surprisingly, Troilus rejects Pandarus' indeli-

cate statement of Ovid's cures, noting, as do the lovers ~n

Chr~tien's romances, that to his mind, his disease ~8 incur~bleG

Su.ch t1leechecraftHv a term which could :for the first time be

applied correctly to Pandarus t advice is, for Troilus, to be

adopted only by "fandeau (IV, 437). In his advanced state

of "heroes ft love, hIS ia unwilling to t1unwre his wownde fl for

a second Vi.me, particUlarly if the cure will decrease rather

than increase his infatuation. Once more he attacks Pandarus'

medical abilities and observes that fandarua. for all his
Itheoretical mastery of love s cures, has yet to cure himself.

His su~estion is the reversal of that in Eook I.

15 'See above, po 28 t>

.16cummings, ed. ~o, po 117. Meech believes that
Chaucer s purpose for the narrator's comment is to absolve

. {'I

Pandarus of any charge of baseness in hiB preceeding sugges-
tions, ~o oito ~ p. 85.
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Instead of being asked to prove his ability to win love,

Pandarus is now asked to demonstrate that he can cure ito

This time, however, Pandarus has no examples of the blind lead

ing the sighted or fools teaching wise men. Once his theory

and abilities are questioned, he abandons his advocacy of

Ovid's remedies to suggest that perhaps ravishment might .be

more sUitable °to Troilua" Ue has returned to the encotU"~ement

of infatuation and to the precepts of~ !mator~"17 Meta

phorically, the doctor allows the patient to select his own

cure. The qUality of the new cure is indicated by £andalvus'

advice to reject reason:

Devyne not in resoun ay so depe,
N0 corteisly, but help thiself anon"
Bet is that othere than thiselven wepe,
And namelyg syn ye two ben al on" (IV. 589-92)

Reason, tiL necessity in the Cl.U'e of uheroes ft love,18 is rejected

for self-interest, one of "heroes" love's symptoms. The

destructive potential of ~andarust new cure is demonstrated

by his suggestion that Troj.lus should act rather n\rhan sterve

here as a gn.at, withouten "Woundeu (IV, 595) and that, if

necessary, both J?andarus and his family uShu.11e in a strate

as dogges liigen dede, / Thorugh-girt with many a wid and

17Cf. ~, 664-706~

18 IFor Ovid 6 advocacy of reason see above, pp. 25-6.
Medieval medical authorities placed a similar emphasis upon
the necessity of reason in the patient's treatment. Bernard,
for example, divides his CUI'es between those for rational
patients and those for irrational, Lowes, ~o ~., p.501.
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blody wownde u (IV? 626-7). The contrast between the theory

of ~emedia ~orilii and Pandarus' new cure is evident.. He

now advocates irrational self-interest and bloodshed rather

than rational withdrawal from a hopeless love.

As well as abandoning lie.med~ J1In...Ql::I.A, Pandarus reverts

to the view of Fortune that he expressed in Book 10 Troilus

is once more advised to trust in Fortune? for she lfHelpeth

hardy man to his enprise, / And weyvet~lwrecches for hire

coward1se~ (!VB 601-2). Once more cowardice and sloth are

viewed by ~andarus as the enemies of Fortune, and of love$

By the end of his visit, Eandarus has reversed his
".

original. poe1tiOl1 & He begins by suggesting a corrected vi.ew

ofJ!'ortune and an acceptance of iem1?~~ /!mQrj.§, but after

beil1{i questioned, again offers Troilus a "cure" which even

the most infatuated lover would find attractive. As a result,

both the Boethian and Ovidian remedies are rejected in

favour of a false cure which is the most obViously destructive

yet recommended by Pandarus.

Several critics have misunderstood the significance

of Pandarus' quotation from ~~ed;a Amor~ in Book IV. 19

RolJertson l' for example, concludes the.t : IITroilua is no mere

sinner of the flesh, and Ovid's remedies will not help him tl e
20

19See refs. in notes 10 and 17 above. "

20Robertson, ~e .Qit., po 493. The reference to the
c~~e8 of Ovid does not appear in the earlier printed version p

"Ohaucereau TragedyU, ID;&, XIX (1952), 1-370
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He offers, however, no supporting evidence tor the statement

beyond the observation that TroiluB is idolatrous ~ld sub

missive to Fortune" It may be observed that "heroes" love

was never regarded as a specifically physical malady, as i t8

placement among diseases of the brain in discussions of

tlheroeBu love from Galen to Burton t s ~ AP.!Ji~ .Q1. !JlelfU1.£ho~

indicates. Idolatry, moreover, as-RObertson himself obaerves,21

is one of the symptoms of "heroes" love, as is dependence

upon Fortunee 22 Troilus' idolatry and subjugation to For-

tune are essentially further symptoms of his "heroes" love,

"and ~er.nardls cures, which Robertson also o1te8,23 are surely

21 0n ado ~~, pe 458, Robertson cites Bernard of
Gordon eB definition of the lover' £3 infatuation: "Thus vih~n any
one is overcome by love with reference to any woman, he so
conceives her beauty and fi£~e and manner that he thinks rold
believes that she is more beautiful, more venerable, more
~t-tractive, and more gifted in nature and conduct than W1Y
other; and thus he ardently desires her without method or
measure, thinking that if he could attain his end it would be
his felicity and blessedness". In notin~ that the abuse of
beauty was often portrayed as idolatry in medieval art, Robert
son cites Holcot: IDtThe beginning of fornication is the devising
of idols t

• For it is impossible for a curious and lascivious
man associating with these idols not to be corrupted by them;
indeed, a man diligently seeking out and considering in his
thought the beauty of women so that he makes idols for himself,
necessarily prepares for his own fall", p. 990 HOlcot'a
definition does not SUbstantially differ from Bernard's
description of the loverls immoderate contemplation.

22By d.efinition (1b£ Q.Qn_solatiog .Q! EP.il.Q.~o"Q.~,1 Book
II) immoderate attachment to earthly desires and possessions
leads to a dependence upon Fortune. The loverGs physical
desire for his lady, therefore, leads to sUbjuiation to
Fortune ..

23Robertson, ad. cite, pp. 459-60.
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as valid for Troilus as for other sufferers of the same

malady. Troilus becaMse of his illness will not p or perhaps

cannot, accept Ovidian cures p Duthie inability to accept them

does not indicate that they are invalid.. As moat medical wri

ters obse1~e~ the practitioner will often have to apply his

cures against the wishes of the patientG 24 Pandarus, although

he seems to know Ovidte cua~eap is not willing to do so. It

is not the cures which will not help Troilus but the curer.

The situations in which Pandarua failB to apply

OVid's cures are presented in Book V. Pandaro, for once more

oia theorist than Pandarus g indicates the real reason for
. .

the visit to Serpedone when he s~gests that, to pass the

time until Criseida retur:ils, Troilo shou1.d travel to uaoma

pleasant place afar from here" (V, 34)0 It is evident, how

ever, that he does not anticipate Criseida's return, for he

SUbsequently tells Troilo that; ill believe tha.t the tenth

day and the month and the year will pass before thou dost

see her ~ain" (V, 49)~ The visit, therefore, is probably a

method of preparing TroiluB for Withdrawal from 10ve as it

is in Reme~ta Amoris:
~~t __ "=

24Bernard recolllmends, for example, that if the lover
is unresponsive to reason, he should 1)8 beaten, or his lady _
should be slandered in his presence o Such cures, obviously,
must be~.ailministered-,;-.to.:.an-~un.wi.ll:Ln"'patient.
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Only go far away, though strong be the bonds that hold
you? go far, and make a lengthy voyage; you will weep,
and the name of your departed mistress will haunt your
mind; and oft will your feet halt in mid~journey: yet
the less you wish to go, the more be sure of goin~:

persist, and compel your unwilling feet to runG (RA, 213-18)

By leaving the scene Of your earlier pleasure, Ovid observes,

you may flee loYs" That flight from love may be one of the

motives for Troilo's journey is suggested in Proldaro's ques-

tion: . tihave we come hither to escape the hot pangs of love G",,?1t

(V, 47) .. The answer appears to be yes"

If flight from the hot pangs of love is Pandal~s'

motive, however, he appl~s~ himself very poorly" His sugges

tion is not to go afar, but to travel to Sarpedoun "nat hennes

but a myleUfor recreation.. Unlike Pandaro, his motive can.~

noot be to prepare Troilus for the suggestion that Criseyde

will not return, for although he believes her return unlikely,

he does not communicate his belief to Troilus. Pandaro's

question is reversed by Pandarus: flBe we comen hider I To

fecchen fir ~ •• ?" (V, 484-5).

Comparison of Chaucer's and Boccaccio's descriptions

of Sarpedoun's entertainment indicates that Chaucer is more

concerned with direct violation of Ovid's remedies. lIe

expands Boccaccio's description of musical entertaillment (V, 41),

and adds dancing:

Nor in this world ther is non instrument
De~icious, thorugh wynd or touche of corde,
As fer as any might hath evere ywent,
That tonge telle or herte may recorde,
~ho+ 0+ +ha+ ~aQ+a ~+ naQ wol hD~~ ann~~a.
~do~~" ~ V V.l.6v" V .i\o ...... ..., 1d~ CI.oo" A"'~hJ '"11...., ........ofo...., .... ...- "-.AI __ .... -"'" 1

Ne of ladys ek so fair a compaignie
On daunce, er tho, was nev~re iseye with ie. (V, 442-8)
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Of such entertainment Ovid states: ttZithers and flutes and

lyres enervate the mind, and voices, an.d arms that move to

their own rhythm lf (RA, 753-4). They are, in other words,

to be avoided by those seeking a cure for "heroes tl love. 25

In his description', Boccaccio also includes hunting, au acti

vity that Ovid describes as beneficial to the withdrawal from

love:

~.oand cll1tivate the pleasures of the chase: of~times

has Venus, vanqUished by Phoebus' sister, beaten a
base retreat •••• Tired out, at nightfall, sleep, not
thoughts of a girl, will await you, and refresh your
limbs with healthy repose. (BA, 199-206)

Chaucer, f3ignifican'lily, omits hunting from his description of

Sarpedounts festivity. Troilus is subjected only to activities

which will intensify his illness.

Since the entertainment described by Chaucer is a

stimulant to thoughts of one's mistress, it is little wonder

that Troilus thinks constantly of Criseyde. Ki.s reading of

Criseyde I s letters IIAn hondred sithe atvlixen noon and prime tt

in order to recall Ithire shap, hire wommanhede" (V, 470-4)

i.s a direct contradiction of ~media l1m.<l)z;k§.:

Beware of reading again the treasured letters of an
alluring mistress; letters read over again move even
constant minds. Consign them all, though unwillingly,
to the fierce flames, and say 'Let that be my passion's
funeral pyre'. (RA, 717-20).

25Compare Troilus' symptoms with those of Arcite in The
~Jght'~ Tale, 1361-66, and the latter's reaction to mus~c:
"And if' he herde song or instrument, / Thanne walde he wepe,
he myghte nat be stent" (1367-8). Note also that "Festes,
instruLlenz, caroles, dauncesl/ are prominantly displayed upon
the walls of the temple of Venus (1931).



Once wa.tchful. of ~roilust every move, .tfandaru8 virtually

disappears p allowing the un(gUided. Troilus to agsravate his

11lnesse While he no longer directly encourages Troilua,

neither does he, as does Pandaro (V, 49), seek to discourage
•

him by revealing the unlikelihood o~ CriSeydeta return. The
ft

answer to his earlier qu.estion: "Be we come hider / To

fecchen fir ..... ?ft ia, in Troilus 9 case, affirmative p for

Troilus' desire 1s increased rather than decreased by ~ta

visit.

As Pandaro offers direct advice to give up hope of

Criseida's return while Pandarus deceives Troilus p Troi~us'

wish to visit. the palace of Criseyde has differ~nt Bigni~

fic~lce in the two workso Troilo contradicts the advic~of

Pand.aro ii taki~ his friend by the hand and wearing a decep

tive smile, he rides immediately to Criseida'a palace upon

his return to Troy. As Meech notes,25 Pandaro does not

seem'to accompa~y Troilo in his Bubsequent visits about the

town. Pandax0 has attempted an Ovidiau cure, but his

attempt has failed.

Troilua, haVing no advioe to contradict, rises the

day after his return and asks his "owen brother deere" to

accompany him to Criseyde's palace. The conoept of revisiting

her palaoe in both works is probably derived from gemedia

~oriB, in which such a visit is employed as the final test
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for the lover's cure~

May the ~ods grant you to be able to pass by the thres
hold of a deserted mistress, and may your feet avail for
the purposel Yes, you will be able» only let yOllr will
not faile (~t 785-7)

Will power, however, has never beeu one of Troilus' salient

characteristics; the Bight of Criaeyde's palace only fills

him with further woe. The final stages ot Ovid's curet if

attempted too soon~ can only lead to a relapse. Without any

any attempt at a. cure whatever, the ;intended final ata.«ea can

l.ead only, to miseryo

AB/Pand~~ has, nothing to suggest, Troilus visits

and reflects upon each setting that can be associated with

Lo, yonder aaugh ich last my lady de.u.noe;
And in that temple, with hire eyen cleere,
i\1~ kaughte first my righte lady dare.

And yonder have I herd ful lustyly
My dare harte laugh; and yonder pleya
Saugh ich hire ones ek ful blisfullyo
And yonder ones to me gan she seye,

'Now goode Bwete, love me welt I preye;'
And yond so goodly gan she me biholde,
That to the deth ~l,herte is to hire holde. (V, 565-74)

Onoe so ready with medicinal metaphors, Pandarus misses a

perfect opportunity to quote another:

avoid plaoes that know the secret of your \ll1ions; they
hold the seeds of sorrow o 'Here was she, here ahe lay;
in that chamber did we sleep; here did she give me wanton
joys at night. t Love b~"ought -to mind is a'tung to life,
and the wound is rent anew. (~, 725-30),

Pandarus, one assumes, sits mutely through Troilus' rhapsody.

His only active suggestion after the visit to Sarpedoun is

to send more letters, a reversion to the practices of Af-a
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The necessity of an Ovidian cure is underscored

by Troi1us' complaint to Cupid:

b blisful lord Cupide,
• • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 0 • v • • • • • ~ • e D • • • • • e • • • •

What uede is the to seke on me victorie,
Syn I am thyn, and holly at thi wille?
What joie hastow thyn owen folk to spille? (V, 582-8)

This is preci.sely the argument that Ovid employs at the

beginning of Remedia AillQt1§:

If any lover has delight in love, blest is his passion:
let him rejoice and sail on the favouring wind. But if
any endures the tyranny of an unworthy mistress, let
him learn the help my art can give.. Why has some lover
cast the noose about his neck, and hung, a sad burden,
from the lofty beam? v[hy has Olle pierced his breast with
the unyielding sword? Lover of peace [CupidJ , thou
bearest the reproach for that murder.. He who, unless he
give o'er, will die of hapless love, -- let him give o'er;
and thou shalt be the death of none. (RA, 13-22)

Cupid, Ovid argues, should not be the death of those who have

followed him. His remedy, with Cupid's assent, is the writing

of methods by which a lover, if necessary, can find relief

rather than death.. Troilus, however, is without gUidance in

Ovid's art.. He reproaches Cupid for the same shortcoming as

does Uvid, but his desired remedy is the return of his lady

for he knows no alternative. Pandarus for his part encou

rages Troiltls by giving him hope "alwey, the tenthe morwe /

That she shal come, and stynten a1 his sorwe" (V, 685-6)
,

Cassandra s role in 1r~i1us ~ 9ri~yde suggests

that the method of cure which Pandarus initially employed,

straightforwarm18ss &~d provocation of wlger,27 could have

27See above, p. 58.
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been useful in the correct cure of Troilus. In 11 filos~rat2,

Troilo himself correctly interprets his dream. Cassandra

appears only to mock him for his love of an inferior woman,

prompting his partially justified rebuke of her presumption

(VII, 88-101).28 Her visit has nothing to do with Troilo's

~enewed strength, for he regains his energy through adap

tation to his constant suffering and through his desire to

display his valour before the Greeks~(VII, 104).

Chaucer modifies both the role of Cassandra and

Troilus' reaction to her visito Cassandra is cast in her

classical role of a prophetess doomed always to tell the

~ruth but never to be believed.. She places Troilus' love

in the perspective of Greek myth by associating his infat

uation and subservience to Fortune with the destruction of
. 29

T.hebes.· Her correct interpretation of Troilus t dream and

her blunt, truthful statement: IIThis Diomede is inne, and

tho '\'1 art outefl (V, 1519) is the cause of Troilus' renewed

energy. Significantly, Chaucer includes in the description

of Troilus' reaction to her speech two of the most repeated

words of the first three books, lt cure" and "aventure",30 as

28Troilo's re'buke cannot be said to be fully jus
tified for he misrepresents his relationship with Criseida.
His rebuke is, therefore, partially dishonest.

29McCall, edo cit., pp. 347-8.

301l.Aventure" is used thirteen times in the first
three books, "cure" eleven. In the context of Books I to III,

-both words are almost exclusively s~lonyms for Troilus' love
affair. The quest for union is, for the three main characters,
an "aventure", while union w'lth Criseyde is seen as a "cure".
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Cassandra becomes yet another uleche":

Cassan.dre goth, and he with cruel herte
Foryat his WO f for angre of hire apache;
And from his bed al sodeJ~ly he sterta t

As though al hool hym hadde ymad a l.eche.
And day by day he goo enquere and sache
A sooth of this. with al his tulle cure;
And thus he dr1eth forth his aventuree (V, 1534-40)

Cassandra, it seems, is the only "leche" capable of distracting

TroiluB from his obsession with Criseyde. It is probable that

if ~andarus had similarly confronted Troilus with an honest

statement of his hopeless sittlation, Troilua l anger could have

.disrupted his T:p!1:'eOCcupation witll Cr1seyde and allo\i'ed a valid

practitioner of ~S~ AP~A to effect a cure. In the

name of friendship, however, Pandarus rejects the technique

of lessening woe with anger which he initially employed (I,

561 ....7), and denies Cassandra's attempted honestyjust'as-ne

has denied any honest assessment of Criseyde'a unlikely

ret~~n throughout Book V.

Troilus' final dilemma is the logical result of

b:i.s uno:g.eoked infatuation. AJ..though he is a,lfare of 01'1

seyda's deception, he cannot "unloven.(her] a quarter of a

day" (V, 1698). As neither love nor cure is possible p all

that remains for Troilu8 is to seek revenge upon Diomede

and death for himself.

The final statement of Pa.ndarus ia, in Ovidian terms,

as futile as Troilus' unceasing infatuation, for he can only

negati.vely comment~ "1 hate ywys Cryaeyde; / And, God woot,

I wol hate hire evermore tl (V, 1732-3). The statement is
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more consolidation of his friendship with Troilus than

consolation, for as Ovid observes, hatred offers no comfort

to lovers~

Let love fail, and vanish into tenuous air, and die
by slow degrees. But to hate a woman once loved is
a crime: that is the end fitting to savage minds o

It is enough to be indifferent: he who ends by hating,
either loves still, or will find it hard to end his
misery. (~, 653-8)

That Fandarus' final judgement should be based upon emotion

underscores his failure as doctor of love. Throughout

_~ and ~riseyde he has appealed constantly to emotion

rather than to reason, and to the rule of Fortune rather than

to personal responsibility. His hatred, indeed, is only

likely to lead Troilus to further contemplation of a womm1

he is incapable of hatingo A true physician would attempt

to guide Troilus towards forgetfulness.

Pandarus' sympathy wlderscores another weakness in

his medical guidance. The doctor of love must expect to

apply strictures against the wishes of his .patiento Pan~

darus, however, pursues a policy of supplication in the name

of friendship rather than application of cures which, though

disagreeable to the lover~ could prevent death. The steps

by which a remedial indifference could be fostered; travel,

labour, and the rejection of useless memories, have not

only been discarded by Pandarus, but have been contravened

by Troilus with Pandarus' mute consent. Without hope, and

without strong guidance from a friend who could introduce

distasteful but necessary remedies, Troilus is left
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IV

CONCLUSION

Within the previous chapters I have attempted to es

tablish the practicality of Pandarus' amatory advice by com

paring his use and quotation of ~~d~2 Amori~ with Ovid's

intent as understood in the middle ages. Judged by the Ovidian

standard, Pandarus seems to be a failure as a practical ad-

visor.

Ovid's recommendation is that a proper cure, imme

diate withdrawal from a potentj.al1y injuriQus love, shou~d be

suggested to the lover who is not yet completely cO.mmitted.

This is not, however, Pandarus' advice. Although Troilus

seems cautious aboux pursuing love, Pandarus, through argu.

menta based partially upon misrepresentation of Remedi§ Amori~,

convinces Troilus that love and Fortune need only be followed

to attain happiness. From the beginning, Pandarus' intent is

the opposite of Ovid's, although both view themselves as the

practitioners of love's cure.

Within Books II and III, Pandarus' thesis that For

tune can be successfuJ.ly menipulated seems, if accepted at

face value, to be proven correct, for Troilus finds happi

ness ,in his uni.on with Criseyde.. If one recalls the alter

native standard established by Pandarus l quotation of Remedia__ t"

Amaris in Book I, however, his guidance is shortsighted, for
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his successful gludance, and thus Troilus' happiness, are

dependent upon the continued favour of Fortune. For a

medieval reader, Pandarus' application of the principles of

ArB Amatori~ in aiding Troilus would probably underscore

the irrational nature of Troilus' "he:uoes" love, and further

invite judgement of Pandarus' "cure" by the standards of

B§media lunoria, for many authorities viewed ~ 4matoria as

an ironic illustration of incorrect love which could be rec

tified by the application of Ovid's remedies. By Ovidian

standards, Pandarus does not apply a cure but an intensi

fication of the illness.

By Book IV, Fortune has indeed turned against Troilus,

and an Ovidian or Boethian cure is no longer desirable but

necessary. As there is no hope of Criseyde's return, Troilus

mllst forget his lost love. Although he demonstrates know

ledge of Ovid's cures, however, Pandarus either cannot or will

not apply them. His policy is constwltly one of supplication,

allowing Troilus to prolong his love by hoping for Criseyde's

return although Pandarus secretly believes it to be unlikelyo

Whereas an Ovidian practitioner would be encouraging ~ts

charge to think of other pleasures as a prelude to the for

getting of a lost mistress, Pandarv_s allows Troilus to think

constantly of his lady and consequently increase his desire.

Panda~us' counsel throughout ~~il'l~~ Criseyde is, in fact,

the opposite of what one would expect from one vTho is attemI)

ting to cure love.
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One cannot, therefore, consider Pandarus to be an

adequate representative of practical wisdom, for while many

of his actions are based upon common sense, his viewpoint is

limited to the immediate future. Literally, he can envision

the descending aspect of Fortune's Wheel only after the des-

cent has begun, and can see the dangers of love only after

love has become dangerouse His practicalit~l in love is lim-

ited to involving others in a pursuit which, to paraphrase

Boccaccio, fei-v are so simple that 'they' cannot invent ex

pedients to achieve their desireso His practicality fails

when he is faced with the more challenging task of genuinely

curing love, for he can apply practical remedies neither for

himself nor for Troiluse
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